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On UMW Talks

Coal Industry Rejects Carter Call
Under that act, the president can
By DAVID ESPO
came to the bargaining table ...
seek a court order. directing striking
Associated Press Writer
Collective bargaining succeeded -.
workers to return to their jobsfor an$0
• WASHINGTON(
-Coal industry
internal union apparatus has failed."
officials today refeeted President''
UMW's- barg_aining toluicir day cooling-off period-if he Mk that- matinee
arteracalUn iR1Mediately reconvene
re-jetted .ther_pcninseci ttIpninj last -the strike haS caused
emergency.
talks aimed at ending the 72-day-old
Sunday by a 30-6 vote.
national coal strike.
Carterasked the BCOA and the UMW . -There was no *mediate. reactien.
from the White -House, the TA-1w
Resumption of the talks"
- Mould be' a Tuesday to reconvene the talks
Department or the UMW to the BCOA
mistake," E. B. .Leisenring Jr.,
immediately at the White House. At the
statement.
chairman of the Bituminous 'Coal
same time, the president held out the
"In our judgment, the president
Operators Association, wrote Labor
threat of still "stronger measures" to
should first summon the failing
Secretary Ray MarshalL
.
end the walkout, whichhas cut the
members to the White House -- the
'The industry spokesman said the
nation's coal output by 50 percent..
President instead should first Suininhd
UMWr President Arnold Miller hid- UMWA inteniatiOnal officers-and
bargaining council,"Le.ipsepringwrote. -Marring_ factions within the '_ United 'replied that he was ready to resume
"
- We are as concerned asILO-citiseti
Mine Workers union to the White
negotiations "at any time."
about the welfare of this country. That
Carter did not, spell qut what the
House.
'
welfare 'will not 'be Weflvedby'
"Collective bargaining has worked," "stronger measures" might be, bat he
discarding the results of four months of
said in response to a reporter's question
Leisenring wrote."Long weeks of goodhard bargaining merely because of a
that invoking the Taft-Hartley Act was
faith negotiations produced in
crowd of rowdies prevented a lawful
among his options.
agreement with the top officers who

meeting and physically terrorized its
own officials ...."
Leisenring alluded to a demonstration last Friday-by several hundred
Miners at union headquarters that
caused postponement of the bargaining
council's decision on. the tentative
agreement
"The cotuitrY should not be held
hostdge to any group which seizes the
energy jugular," his letter continued.
it would be a mistake to-facilitate
overreaching (by the -unton)-by encouraging anonier round of bargaining.
"Coal companies are losing millions
of dollars per day badly needed to
develop --new energy resoureos.
Nevertheless, with all deference and
courtesy ... we are obliged to decline
the request(to resume the talks)."

Measure Would Give School Districts
'Snow Bank'Days For Severe Weather
FRANKFORT, Ky-.(AP) - Local
Kentucky school districts would be
given a "snow bank" of days to use
because of severe weather under a
measure approved by the state Senate.
:)arAnsaminatiartairiessitintainitaielatititinie

frankfort
'
10
•

The bill, sponsored by Sen. Ed Ford,
D-Cynthiana and approved Tuesday,

would give schooldistrictathooptioa of -• -footwork _that_ gained.Ihe measure_a •4PPLoit4. avssly regttirea...th.g.firginCe
department to allocate up to 15,000
second vote.
extending the school day in the fall to
square feet of annex office space to
The 4643 vote on the Senatepassed
build up arushion of days that could be
lawmakers.
bill bettered a 42-42 tie on the same
used later in the year because of had
Joint Appropriations and Revenue
measure in the House last week, when
weather.
• Approved-32-4 by the Senate and sent
_taidget review hearings continue this
bad weather apparently kept- Sot&
week. The panel heard Tile:Way from
to the House,the measure also removes - --supporters away from the Capitol:
The Senate still must concur in House —77.-ate Fire Marshal Bob Estep.
the five day limit on calamity days
amendments to the wine bill.
. which the state Beard of Education
Public school teachers could
may chop from the school calendar,
.. .
-working conditions.-with local kchool
boards but would be prohibited froM
striking under a measure passed
Tuesday by a Senate cornmitee:
The measure was a weakened
committee substitute for the original
bill backed by the Kentucky Education'
The Calloway County Health
AsSociation, but KEA spokesmen and
Department will conduct a special
undiee _ mentbenLagreed ,that,a. Offeeninfelinit for hypertension(NO'
stronger bill would have little chance of
btood preadure) at the Health "Deparpassage.
tment at 781 Olive Street, between the
The teacher bargaining bill contains
hours Of8:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.-Friday,
a no-strike clause, an ingredient which
In Murray and Calloway County
Feb. 17. .
there are four cub Packs located atthe
Gov. Julian Carroll has said is essential
Persons are encouraged to, come
area and city elementary schools.
fortis signature.
dui-hig their lunch hour as no one should
There are also three Scout Troops in
The House voted 87-0 in favor of a
have' to watt very long, a spokesman
Calloway County.
'weakened bill to give the legis-lature
said. The- testing will be done with a
"Scouting seeks to deliver a quality
more office space in the Capitol Annex
new electronic physiometric blood
program to every boy in the area who
building. The original measure called
pressure recorder, and persons who
would like to belone-Waiston-said.-It---- -for transfer of the building from__ the
-have- not been _tested during the past
is hoped to improve the financial
executive branch to the legislative
year are especially urged to attend,
foundation of scouting so more opbranch. The amended version that was
officials added.
portunities are extended for boys to
come into scouting programs and
receive the character building and
citizenship training it offers," he added.

of calamity dayi.
The House Tuesday passed a bill to
allow small restaurants to obtain
special wine licenses after the bill's
supporters did some behind-the-scenes

Clinic Is Set At
•

Health Department

Charles Walston Named
Sc-out Drive Chairman
Charles Walston has been named the.
•
1978 Boy Scout Fund Drive chairman
for Calloway county. Walston is the
manager of PSFI, Computer Services in
Murray and a member of the Murray
Rotary Club. The county fund drive will
begin on February 28, with a kiek-off
meeting and conclude on March 10.
Ed Shinners of Vanderbilt Chemical
will be in charge of the major gift
portion of the drive. A breakfast
meeting will be held at the Holiday Inn
on February 20 at 7:30 a.m. to begin the
segment of the drive.
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Board Faces Dilemma
On Use Of Pool By Groups

inside today
Two-Sections-22Pages
The four-Inning of 12th Street through Murray will be
the topic Of a public hearing here in the near future. An
editorial expressing our support of this project appears on
today's Opinion Page,page five.
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continued cold
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Mostly cloudy and continued
cold today. Highs in the low 30s.
Cloudy and cold tonight through
Thursday with a slight chance of
some light snow or snow showers.
Little or no accumulation expected. Lows tonight in the low
20s. Highs Thursday in the upper
20s to low 30s. Winds, light and
variable today and tonight.
Precipitation chances 20 percent
tonight and 30 percent Thursday.
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today's index
Classifieds
Crosswords
Comics
Dear Abby
Deaths & Funerals
Horoscope
Inside Report
Let's Stay Well
Local Scene
Opinion Page
Sports
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6-B
6-B
3-A
14-A
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2-A, 3-A
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be utilized if arrangements could be
worked out with those organizations.
The board's program committee was
directed to meet with representatives
of the Red Cross program and the swim
team program in an effort to work out a
solution to the conflicting hour
requests.
In other business at last night's
meeting,the board:
-approved the low bid of $2,240 from
Clayton Company on the purchase of
four sets of five-row bleachers for ball
fields at the old city park;
—were arivised that about half of the
lighting fixtures for the old park had
been received and authorized payment
of $13,989.15 for those figures;
— discussed reworking the central
concession stand in the new park to
make the facility more convenient for
workers. '

Needline Evaluation
Survey Is Published
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The Murray-Calloway County Park
Board will be faced with working out a
solution to conflicting requests from
two swimming groups within the next
few weeks.
The dilemma arose at last night's
regular meeting of the board when
representatives ofThe Red Cross LearnTo-Swim program requested use of the
municipal pool facilities for its teaching
programs between the hours of 8 a.m.
and 12 p.m., Monday through Friday.
The problem the board faces is that
the Murray-Calloway County Swim
Team has requested use of the large
pool for its practice sessions of 8 a. m.
to 10 a.m., Monday through Friday.
‘It was suggested that other pools in
the area, such as the Murray State
University pool, pools at two local
country clubs and the pool at the
Murray Tennis Center, could possibly

-•••

NEEDUNE SURVEY-Dr. Mark Singer, secondleft, presents copies of the
survey of the Needline Associationofidurray 1o_left to right, Euple Ward,
executive director of the Needline,the Rev. Robert Brockhoff, president of
the board, and Dr. Wallace Baggett, advisory consultant to the Needfine.
The survey was conducted -through a Want from the Kentucky Social
Welfare Foundation.
Staff photo by fo &admen

Ninety-four percent of the Needline
clients interviewed in the recent survey
and evaluation made of the local service said that it would be a loss to the
community if it did not exist. That
information was contained in a printed
report of "An Evaluation Survey of the
Needline Asiiklation, Murray, Ky.,
1977-74" just completed by an
• • • evaluation team headed by Dr. Mark J.
Singer, assistant professor. Division of
Social Work, Murray State University.
This special survey was made
possible through a grant from the
Kentucky Social Welfare Foundation':
Dr. Singer in the preface said -it is
pertinent to note that during the past
five to ten years agencies involved in
the delivery of human services have
been asked or persuaded to develop a
system of accountability. Often such a
-been met with N51.
suspicion and resentment because A
the negative connotation g ivrJP
numerous evaluation efforts. All too.
frequently evaluation designs have

been viewed as having investigatory
qualities with agency staff perceiving
only a negative outcome' from
assessment activities.
"With this as background it is a credit
to the staff and board of directors of the
Needline Association of Murray,
Kentucky to have been willing to enter
into a process of self-evaluation with
the'
. intenfOf using the process and the
findings as a learning experience. The
evaluation was requested by Needline
in order to determine the nature of
improvements or modifications of
.existing operating procedures."
Dr. Singer was assisted in the survey
by Jan Baggett, Ruth Dallas, Isabel
Hamilton, Melita McMillen, and Sue
Midboe,sociativork students at Murray
State, along with Dr. Wallace Baggett,
director, and Dr. Rosemarie Bogal,
esnistant professor, -Divisiozi-of-Sociat
Work at Murray State University.
Euple Ward,executive director of the
See NEEDLIIIE• 4Page 14-A, Column 5

PROXMIRE APPEARANCE-Murray Mayor Melvin Henley gestures as he
talks with Seri. William _ Proxmire, 0-Wisconsin. Cioilowing_ a Proxmire/Insight lecture at Murray State University Tuesday night Proxmire
•

U.S. Sen.Proxmire
Urges Spending Limit
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Staff Reporter
U. S. Sen. William Proxmire, D-Wis.,
called for a ceiling on federal spending
and 'urged the.' crowd' attending a
Murray State.-University Insight lecture Tuesday evening to measure
Congress on the stand it takes on such a
_ceiling..
-Proxmire; speaking at Murray StateUniversity's Lovett Auditorium, called
the increase in government spending
during recent years "in some ways the
biggest, most serious issue that confronts our country."
The often outspoken critic of
government spending practices
catalogued example after example of
government waste for those attending
the lecture.
"A tough, hard spending discipline
that is imposed on an individual or
government" should be the same for
the federal government, Proxmire
said. .
"There's no question that this half
trillion dollar budget is outrageously
high. Waxen hold it down and provide
what we need in government without
spending an enormous amount,"
Proxmire told the audience.

"In 1930, 10 percent of our income
went for local, state and federal taxes.
In 1940, it was 20 percent. Today it's
about 46 percent and growine all-the
-time. If you-wants reason-for-inflation,
that's the heart of it right_ there,"
Proxmire said early in his talk.
The U. S. Department of Health,
Education and **Hare, he said, in 1964
spenl_allot_P.50-billion. By 1969, HEW
was spending three times that amount;
by 1976 the fiture was up to $45-billion;
this year, HEW is spending 655-billion.
"Many people feel that crime is the
most serious issue that confronts this
nation and the federal government has
got into the act in a big way,"
Proxiznire said. "In 1968, the federal
government was spending about $40million a year. They've increased that
spending to $600-million a year and
what are the results? Well, since the
LEAA (Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration) began big spending to
combat crime,statistics show there has
been a 40 percent increase in crime!"
Proxmire cited instance after instance of extravagant spending in the
military. One example the Wisconsion
See PROXMIRE,
Page 14-A, Column 5

Civic Music Association
Announces Change
country and abroad, performing in the
, Miss Etsko Tazaki will be presented
major music capitals in the world. She
in concert Wednesday, Feb. 15, in
has
been guest artist with the Japan
Miss
p.m.
8:00
Lovett Auditorium, at
Philliarmocunder Ehrling, the Detroit
Tazaki is being presented in place of
Symphony with Rudolf, the Orchestre
Andre Watts, who cannot perform due
de la Suisse' Romande under
to illness. Admittance by membership
Sawallisch,
the
Rotterdam
in Murray Civic-Music Association or
Philhoromonic conducted by James De
by MSU student I. D.card.
Priest, and the Tokoyo Symphony with
Miss Tazaki is one of the most exAkiyama.
citing young concert pianist to come to
In-addition,,she has been soloist with
our shores from Japan, and is building
the NHK Symphony, .the Budapest
an international career on three conSymphony, and the National Arts
tinents. She began to study music at the
Centre Orchestra • in Ottwa. Her recital
Tokoyo.
in
School
Toho
the
age of six at
debut in London Wigmore Hall was
After winning first prize in the national
followed by an appearance for the BBC
piano competition in Tokoyo, she came
and a tour of the United Kingdom. In
- to the United States in the early 1960's
the spring -of 1977, she gave concerts in
on a Fulbright grant to study at the
Romania. In addition to her active
Julliard School with Beveridge Web.
international touring schedules, Miss
'
ster.
Following her graduation, she con- - Tazaki has been artist-in-residence
with Washington University in St.—Louis
eertized under the' aiiipices of the
for several years.
Lincoln Center Youth Audience
Etsko Tazaki was one of the artists
Program and has performed with the
selected to cornini:ssiona worl-frota the
Malboro and Aspen hfusie Festivals.
Bush Cahritable Foundation for- the'
Miss Tazaki was top prize winner in the
Bicentennial Piano Series of
Busoni International Competition in
Washington Performing Arts Society
1970 and a winner of the Liszt-Bartok
This work, which received its premiere
International Competition in Budapest
in 1976, is George Rochberg's Partitain 1971. She has continued her studies
Variations, dedicated to the memory of
with Leon Fleisher, Erwin Freundlich
-Edyttr-Beritt-A-frequent-guest-sonnst----•
-BintB'PrzlamtirKplan-:
with the St. Louis Symphony, Miss
Miss Tazaki made her New York
Tazaki makes her debut under Sir
recital debot under the auspices of the
Geoige Sat and the Chicago-Syni- Concert Artists t,uild in 1972. Since that
phony in 1979.
time, she has toured extensively in this
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Marcia Gaye Miller Is Honored
••••

With Several Prenuptial Events

THE EXECUTIVE BOARD OF THE MURRAY WOMAN'S CLUB and
five visitors are shown here in a note-burning ceremony in the three
year old club house Sept. 27, 1943. Money was borrowed to finish
building the house and by various money-raising projects, the note
was paid in three years.(Note the 3-candle cake.)
Club members shown are from left Mrs. C. C. Farmer, Mrs. W. J.
Caplinger, Mrs. J. D. Rowlett Mrs. E. J. Beale, Mrs. A. F. Doran, Mrs.
George Hat, presidentMrs. Hail tfoott-Mrs. Pt L Sledd, Mrs. -A. C
Lai-ollette, chairman ot the note-burning program; Mrs. W.II. Mason,
Mrs. G. B. Scott, Mrs. E. B.Mouston, Mrs. N. P. Hutson, Mrs. Warren

Penny Loafers Club
Has Meet Monday
North Calloway Penny
Loafers 4.11 Club met Monday,
Feb. - 13, at the school with
Debbie Key as secretary
starting the meeting.
Plans were made for March
when the 4-H Public Speaking
contest will be held.
.
A"' puppet show was
presepted followed by games
and refreshments, according
to the reporter, Tina Nanney.

Swann, Mrs. Barney Langston. Assisting in the event were Bill Rowlett,
left front, and Jerry Williams, Boy Scouts; Mayor George Hart, Bank of
Murray executive who delivered the note to be burned and little
Misses Margaret LaFollette and Fidelia Austin. Bill is Dr. Rowlett,
Bowling Green, and Jerry is teaching in the music department of
Mississippi State, Starksville, Miss. Margaret LaFollette is Mrs. Frank
Grant, Missoula, Mont., and Miss Fidelia Austin is Mrs. Paul B. Risk,
MunciejIncL_Mrs. Hart, Mrs. Hood,and Mrs. LaFollette,spast presidents, areilie only livh club members in-picture. Not pictured and participating in the program were Mrs. Roy farmer, pianist, and Miss
Mayme Ryan, soloist.

1 P.m'Observations
By Lochie Hart

Honest
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baskets filled with fresh
strawberries were • mei as .
place eatitr for the sixteen
pests.
- For thesPienuAllitrerent the
honoree selected to wear a
boat length sheer wool plaid
skirt and stole.
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"Another Round A Higher" modern kitchen and a large this program was.achieved.
is the motto carved in the dining hall on the ground floor Until this time few public
mantel-piece in-the main room of the two-level building. places were avialable or
for
group
of the Murray Woman's Club Meals were served from the adequate
House, and its meaning has beginning by the members on gratherings.
Now the club has reached
been in the life of the mem- a volunteer basis. The prices
BELTS-:- MOTORS— FANS— NOSES— BAGS—MOTORS; bership through the years. for meals were fixed at an "another round"— The
The carving was done by Mrs. amount that would pay'for burden ot running the kitchen
Mary Ed McCoy, a member food and yield the -cost of and the cluti house has been
assigned to Dan McDaniel a
rat
and the head of the art keeping up the building.
department of Murray State
The club had dreams of well known food artist and
Ijisi
!
%eqs maps, who will look
College-flew Morrey--Steie --sotini_day,itayiaga h.twss oftthe details of scheduling
after
University, about 1940 when duty to schedule events serve
It's A Deal
and
events,
the club house was being built. meals to groups, and keep up programs
Thebnildhig,located on vtie--- The houge: This • has— been prepare, cook and serve the
Street, is a dream fulfilled for successful - at times, but food. The club had dreams
the Murray Club women. It always there has been a from the beginning that it
complete with
attachments!
was begun in World War H responsibility to the mem- could afford a manager of the
thus relieving the
5 days when interest involved bership, and always the club house,
taitilig-eare-of-thingaat-homa- -was pinched financially. Too members of the housekeeping
and promotion of Red Cross often it had to borrow money duties.
projects, sale of War Bonds to repair the house and purand entertaining soldiers chase new equipment.
The Murray Woman's Club
Extra money to meet these
located at Camp Tyson and
the Naval Cadets in training in demands came from club has contributed to the ac0
11/11
financial projects. Through tivities of the community
Murray State.
In the face of the world the years there have been many times by entertaining
PI II
OP
Ili c•
• ....a
involvement and tight money, horse shows, flower shows, special events. The recent
the executive board of the club style shows, steak dinners, contribution, with Janet Ward
planned, and with the bingo parties, bazaars, sale of as coordinator, was the
cooperation of the City gold bricks, card parties, a feeding of approximately 200
Council, the ,National Youth trav.eling carnival spon- Particinants and their spon2 Administration and the CCC sorship and maybe other sors of the Special Olympics
camp, housed where Cir- things. Three years after the Invitational Basketball
carama subdivision is, the club house was built, a note Tournament dinner was
21,
building took roots and grew borrowed at bank to complete served gratis two days. The
into
its present community the building, was burned in a food was cooked by members
5
SIM*
set oe
meeting
place.
public ceremony. The com- of the club and taken to the
Insiston Hoover!
What was the main interest munity was pleased that club house. This courtesy was
Involved in building the club through war times that aided by other agencies of
First, it was to be a followed the National Holiday Murray.
0 house?
meeting place for the club.
The membership had grown
too large for meeting in the
set
2 homes as had been the
custom; and second it was to
be a place for community
We Repair ANY Vacuum EVER Made
programs to be given and
have meals served, on a nonBAGS— BELTS— MOTORS—FANS— BAGS— BELTS— 1.2
profit plan.

rl Presidents'

Miss Marcia Gaye Miller,
A breakfast ,at the Holiday
Mardi'
bride-elect
of
Vint
Inn
On Feb. 7 wok Vven by
Eitisen_Hatierttodoteomfr_
MesdanieSiSin *Cord, A. S.
complimented, with events. Baghanie.
Out 1$ and
A pre-hitching party was Gary Youngblood.
held at Kentucky Lake on Feb.
The table was decorated
3 with Julie Whitford as with arrangements of spring
hostess, assisted by Lisa daffodils and daisies. Colorful
McReynolds, Nancy Sills,
Karen Kennedy, and Karen
Miller.
The house was decorated in
‘a country and western theme
Twenty-five couples attended.
Mils Miller wore a denim
...1._
_slat
:Land matching ves
with mueti braid trim,
The home of Mrs, Tonunye
D. Taylor was the-scene of a
Valentine coffee held on Feb. 4
with Mesdames Marshall
Garland, James Payne, R. T.
Hewitt, Macon Blankenship,
Glen Rogers, and Taylor- as
hostesses.
A Valentine motif was used
in decorations throughout the_
house. The table wasdecorated with an antique
hand woven cloth overlaid
over red linen. The centerpiece was an arrangement
of red tulips and white daisies
in a large crystal flower pot.
Brass trays of Valentine
pastries and sandwiches were
served with coffee and Cokes.
The bride-elect chose to
wear froth liefIttaisSette a
"For ProgriiiiiEffiria
designer dress of woll challir
in waltz length.

SPECIAL NUTS
If you received nuts for th*
holidays, here's a good way to
bring out their fullest flavor.
Spread about four cups on a
shallow baking pan, dot with
one-half cup of butter and
sprinkle with salt. Place in a
moderate (350 deg. F.) oven
for about 20 minutes, stirring
occasionally. This may be
used for almonds, walnuts and
pecans.

.

"SEMITOUCH"

1006 Chestnut

GOSSUM BOY
A baby boy, Jaret Thomas,
weighing seven pounds, was
born to Mr. and Mrs. David
Earl Gossum of Gilbertsville
on Tuesday, Feb. 7, at the
Murray-Calloway County
'Hospital. They have anotlier
_ son,J. J., age five.
Grandparents are Mr. and
"Mrs. Johnny Keeling of
Benton and Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Gossum of Gilbertsville.
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. A. W. Keeling of
-Calvert City, Mrs. Anna
Gossum of Benton, and Mrs.
John Verhine of Fulton.
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SALE

PAUL WINSLOW'S
N. 12th St., Olympic Plaza
759-1636
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Doralyn Lanier Gives

Program For Chapter
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Yarn Shoppe

•

In Fox Meadows,South 16th Street

A MUST SALE

Doralyn Lanier presented
the program on "Oral History
In Calloway County" at the
noon luncheon held Saturday,
Feb. 11, at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord by the Rho
Chapter of Alpha Delta
Kappa.
The president,. Joanna
Sykes, presided at the
meeting.

A special highlight of the
meeting was the shower given
by the members for one of its
members, Betty Jackson,
whose home and contents
were destroyed by fire
recently.
Fifteen persons were
present. Hostesses were
Rebecca Williams, Doll
Reddick,and Maybell Walker.

To Make Room For New Stock

1/2

Price

"Columbia•Minerra 4 Ply Knitting and Crochet I.urns(48 Colors To
Choosefrom i
"Coats & Clark-Art. C. 205 - Skein Rug Yam 12! Colors To Choose
From i
Some Cneicel
• "Metallic lam- Gold or Sitter "Daisy Winders"
• Needlepoint Kits "Some Latch Hook Painted Cancas
• "Purse Handles "Transfers .Some Crochet Hooks"Aida & liardanger Cloth For Cross Stitch Embroiders- s'irony Pattern Rooks &
Leaflets
•

21 Shrintp for$2•85
It's back by populardemand!

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
All Must Go At 1/2 Price
fit
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

- We are pleased to announce that
,Deborah. Marq, bride-ele,ct .of Don
Melson, has selected
, her China,
Stainless and Crsval from our complete bridal registry.
Deborah and ban will be married
April 8, 1978.

The Shon)case
121 By-Pass
omene
Murrtumommormuoimioe
Ky.

0:20
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SALE
09 05

7:00,
.9:25

You enjoyed it so much last year, we've brought It
back—Jerry's Super Shrimp Sale.
For just $2.85, you get a giant helping of 21 golden-fried
shrimp,a hearty serving of french fries,a dish of our
savory cole slaw,and hot dinner roll and butter.
So come on in for lunchor dinner. Enjoy the $2.85
Super Shrimp Sale, at Jerry's.

- RESTAURANTS
Otter good 11 aurA. to 10 p.m. Through March 26,1978

_ -South 121.1.1Street:, —

Thursday,February 111
Wednesday, February 1$
Ellis Center will be open
Clwistian Men's Fellowship from ten a. m. to thre* e.p. m.
of Fint Clwiatian Church will for activities by the Senior
meet main p.m at the ehurch. Citizens with sack -lunch at
noon and table games, cards,
Etake4fitsaki, pianist, SOW bingo, checkers, etc., at One p.
be presented in concert by the m.
Musk,
Civic
Murray
Association at the Lovett
Hazel Woman's" dub will
Auditorium, Murray State meet at the Hazel Community
University, at eight p.m.
Center at seven p.m.

a.

a

Friday, February 1/
Twin Lakers Good Sam
Camping -Club will- have adinner meeting at the -Seven
Seas Restaurant at seven p.M.
with.!.A.and Jo.Burluienand
C. W. and Dot Jones as
wagonmasterS•

Friday,February 17
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be from 9:30a. in. to noon
DEAR ABBY: I live in Jacksonville, N.C., and want to
on north side and downtown,
know what you think about the system used here to get
Thursday, February 16
kids to attend school. ,
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511 and from one to 3:30 p. m. for
Department of
Home
If a student attends class every day for six weeks
Order of the Eastern Star will southside and downtown. For
Murray Woman's Club will
--i-,. straight, he will receive two extra point& during that
meet at the lodge hall at 7:30 transportation call 753-0929 by
at two p.m. at the club
meet
grading
period.
Z
nine a. m. for morning
p.m.
Seniors who attend classes for the entire' ar without
house.
shopping and by .
11,:.30 arn..
_
• ' -one day tea- bi--excused
' Goin
'`
- Mai
• *array- -Women -Of the- for ifternocin
examinations.
--g111111---T01141- Women of • Moose wffi meet at eight-p.m
Lana _thiaiiia_good idea_becausedesan_incentive for
First Baptist Church will meet at the Moose Lodge.
I
- kids to go to schooL My dad disagrees with me. He says it's .'
•
-'
•t
with Rebettir Cunningham at
-S811M110', FebruitrY .
- bribery. What do you think?
Kentucky
Ragtime
Baptist
Blood
River
JACKSONVILLE STUDENT
Association WMU will have Weekend will continue at
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of book study at the Memorial Kenlake State Resort Park
DEAR STUDENT: A student's grades should reflect
Beta
Sigma Phi will have a Baptist Church at seven p.m. with workshops and programs
his scholastic ability which has nothing.to do with his
dinner at DeVantrs at seven with a- pitlack " Supper to be all day anda concertat night._
record of attendance.EBIA'WEEK — Murray Mayor Wivin Henley 'ecognized future Business Leaders of
Rewarding students with a higher grade for merely America Week recently by signing a proclamation. Here with the mayor are(from left)
served at six p.m.
Good Citizen's luncheon,by
showing up every day makes their grades phony:
Lev Walker, Tammie Miller and joAnn Albritten. The week recognizes young people
Also, allowing seielara-to ekip thud.exambratIona six a who are secondary siQenti preparing for careers in business or-business education.
Boat Sho*, Sponsored By --the Captain -Wendell Ouro
reward for perfect attendance would discriminate against
Happy Holiday Travel, Inc., of Chapter of the DAR will be
"FBLA has provided the valuable service of developing leadership, encouraging
those who have been absent for legitimate reasons.
Panorama Shores, will open at held at noon at the Murray
I'm all for giving kids an incentive for attending school cooperation, promoting good citizenship, teaching up to date business information
the
West Kentucky Livestock Woman's Club Rouse.
proclamation
says.
FB1A
and
inspiring
patriotism
among
its
members,"
the
Week
is
this
regularly,-but upping their grades strikes me as a poor
and
Exposition Center. Hours
idea.
week,Feb.12-18.
Chapter M of PEO will have
will be four to ten p.m.
its Founders Day program at
DEAR ABBY: My name is Lance Ramsey, and my
By FJL 131asingarrie, M.D.
Let's Stay Well
French horn recital by twelve noon at the Triangle
Daddy bet me $20 to $2 there are no professional
basketball players under 6 feet tall. I say there are.
Harold Oliver, Paducah, will
Please answer as quick as you can because I want to
be held at the Old Recital Hall,
Boat Show., by Happy
know who wins. Thank you
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Holiday Travel, Inc., will
BELVEDERE,S.C.
MSU, at 8:15 p.m.
continue at West Kentucky
DEAR LANCE: It's only a stot in the dark, but Td say
4,1vestOcli
-- and Exposition
Band
Festival for Kentucky
you win. Now, if there are any professional basketball
Center from four to ten p. m.
First
District
will
be
held
at
cation
material
and
pre0:
Mr.
W.
D.
asks
players out there who are under 6 feet tall, please write in.
abnormalities. The dentist
whether - a significant in- ventive medicine by the is seen periodically, or if tudes to protect the envi- Lovett Auditorium, MSU.
I need to document my shot.
Band Festival will continue
crease in self-help is taking press,.government, volun- *- some suspicious changes ronment. In fact, these
at Murray State University.
concerns have at times
DEAR ABBY: A word of advice to NEIGHBOR, who place among the public to tary health groups, the are noted.
FriBay,February 17
become fears which have
wanted to befriend the little widow next door, but her try to manage their own health professions and othAn increased awareness gotten out of hand.
Kentucky
Ragtime
husband nixed it.
health problems with less -ers may be paying off. is abroad that contamina.§unday,February 19
Weekend
with
concert
tonight
This attitude of self-help
He was right, but for the wrong reason. The best thing dependence on the health Some of the regular bene7 tion of our food,
Boat Show by Happy
water, and should be applauded and will be held at Kenlake State
friends and neighbors can do for a widow is to encourage _ professionals. .fits are greater interest in _ an- may bring-on disease:
Holiday Travel,Inc.; will be at encouraged. It is a whole- ResortPark:
her tti go places and do things on her own.
A: One of the side effects the following:
Public
pressure
is
causing
the
West Kentucky Livestock
If they start taking her everypleet they go, they will of thrincrease in health .- Regular exertise;
some development when
-industry and government
have her on their hands every move they make, and she care costs is the stimulaHappy Holiday Travel, Inc., and Exposition Center from
- A complete, balanced to. take .note of these atti- combined with professorial
will be primed and ready'to go every time they aro.
.health care when required. Boat Show will continue at the One to six p. ni. For" ill-tion of more interest in diet;
It is much easier not to start it than to try to break it off self-care.
- Avoidance of obesity;
West Kentucky Livestock and formatioricall 753-8890:'
when it gets out. of hand. I know,I've been in the widow.'a
- Accident prevention;
Exposition Center from four to
Some authorities believe
;hoes and-the neighbor's, ton:
'
-- • Monitoring -certain
ten p.m.
that-the next Major wave
' - Rita Reasons Pawlawslir
There are many things widows can do to avoid loneliness, of' development during the common diseases, such as
Dyersburg, Tn., will present a
but sitting back and waiting for friends land especially decade ahead in the health diabetes mellitus, high
clarinet recital at two p. m. in
Band
Festival
for
•
Kerione's children) to take over is not one of them.
field will be an upsurge in blood pressure and 'cantucky's First District will the Old Recital Hall of the
I think you passed up a good chance to give some sound
STORY GIRL
.•
DORON GIRL cer;
or self-care.
self-help
continue at Murray State Price Doyle•Fine Arts Center,
N„
,advice to many new widows.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Story
-- Dangers of smoking,
Mr. and Mrs. Gail Doron of
Perhaps the basic cause
University Lovett auditorium. Murray State University.
BEEN THERE IN ST. LOIJI, .of -such a trend is an in- alcohol, and drugs:
of Parineab announce the birth Murray Route Onewns
, BO
-•
Women have responded
Marie, Grove. _community, are the
DEAR BEEN: Your "advice" is drawn from experience, crease in self-respect by well to selfrexamination-of of a baby girl, Lisa
person.
individual
the
weighing_ five pound! 13 parents of a baby girl, Jenobviously'. And often that's the best kind. Thanks for
Health is gradually becom- their breasts for early ounces, born onFriday, Feb. nifer Michelle, weighing seven
•
writing.
ing recognized as ca great signs of possible malignant 10, at the Western _Baptist pounds5/
1
2ounces,-m
asset ancrthe care-of the' disease. Routine Pap Hospital, Padueati. The 19/
1
2 biches, born on Sunday,
Hate to write letteend $1 to Abigail Vita Buren,132 mind and body preserves smears are done by the mother is the former Alice Jan. 29, at 5:12 a. m. at the
Lasky Dr., Beverly*Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet and promotes health and millions to detect"evidence Lemonds.
Murray-Calloway County
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose * happiness.
of cervical cancer, and
Grandparents are Mr. and Hospital.
The spread of health edu- developments are under
long,self-addressed,stamped (24 cents)envelope.
Mrs. Hilton Story of West
The father is self employed
way to have women make Paducah and Mr. and Mrs. as a farmer.
self-examinations of the
Lemonds of
Grandparents are Mrs.
vagina and take their own William J.
Helen
Doron and the late
Buchanan,
Tn.
Pap smears.
Henry Doron and Mr. and
More households - -are
LADD GIRL
Ms. Carrol Martin Rogers,
now equipped with instruAngela- Dawn is the name
all of Murray .Rotite One,
ments to fake blood pres- chosen by
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Great grandparents are Mr.
sure, to inspect the exterLadd of Hazel for their baby and Mrs. Elmo Fain of
nal ear and to listen to the
heart and lungs to see if a girl, weighing seven pounds Murray Route One and Mrs.
/
2 Bedie Harris ofGalatia,Ill.
visit to the physician is nihe ounces, measuring 201
inches, born on Friday, Feb.
needed.
Oral hygiene is perhaps 10, at the Murray-Calloway
more widely practiced County Hospital.
All Sales Final
than ever before by conGrandparents are Mr. and
Sale Starts Thurs.,
Penney
Mike
Mrs.
and
Mr.
suming fluoridated water Mrs. W. A. Ladd and Mr. and
Feb. 16,9 a.m.
Girls beg Sleeve
supplies, by watching ex- Mrs. Earlie Scarbrough, all of of Berlin, Germany, announce
Towel Ensemble
cess, sugar in the diet to Murray. Great grandparents the birth of their second son,
lessen ,dental caries, by are Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Keith Michael, weighing six
Prints & Solids
regular brushing and floss- Overcast of Murray, Mr. and pounds one ounce, born on
Court Square, Paris, Tenn.
Wash Cloths 16'
ing of the teeth and by Mrs. R. L
Berlinthe
2,
al
Jan.
Monday,
/
1 2 Price
Morris, Sr., of
inspecting the tongue, Puryear,
Hospital,
Hand Towels I"
Tn., and Mrs. W,A. American Army
for
gums,
and
throat
Berlin.
12
Ladd,
Sr., of Paris, Tn.
S1
Bath Towel sl"
Solids &Wars AsLovAs
Grandparents are Mrs.
1-12
Sizes
Gracie Sirls of Aurora and the
late Carl Sins; and Mrs.
-Claudine Rose -of-Hardin andBoy's Hanes
Hum bolt, Tenn.
the late Albert Penney.

Upsurge In Self-Help In Health Care

IIIIISCIIS

Fall& Winter Shoes

BIGGER, BETTER VALUES!

Nancy's House of Shoes

Sweaters

Underwear
Pkg. 3 briefs
or T gains

Hold the
Phone

he. 53.99

..41)

Wear
Children's
-Size 4

Kleenex

250/0

200

3Mo

Off

50'

“rn.
YOU'VE
HEARD
OUR
STORY

Advertising in
our newspaper
can bring big
business to
your
business.'

Regency Family

Bible
FHA WEEK — Melvin Henley, Murray mayor recently
designated this week Future Homemakers of America
Week Here with the mayor are (from left) Danna
Shipley, Murray High School and Tena Eldridge,
Calloway County High. FHA is a national organization
for home economics students in seconder schools.
"The organization extends classroom learning through
chapter projects that develop leadership and initiative
• Mid hetps young men and women learn how to Pan
make decisions, carry out and evaluate programs of
----action as they work with other youth and adults in
---thetretiRroi and community,"the firoclamation says.

753-1919
Milerray Ledger & Times
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Low Overhead
Means Lower Prices
Prices Good Thurs., Feb. 16
. thru Wed., Feb. 22

50 oz.
Save 44*
*********** ******-*

18 et.
Savo 40*

******W*****

Glass Jar
130z.

****** ******

Light
Chunk

Singles
Kraft

Cheese
$1 39
Muffin
Mix

******1_,**********

Sherbet

8' cit Save 38'

Swiftest

5
Noodle900

(wwii
,SWEET PEAS

Assorted Flavors
Gallon Save GO'

Chicken
Noodle

Betty
Crocker

Campbell's

For

Cottage
Cheese

Chicken
Soup

/
4 oz.
Savo 315' 101

Potato
Buds
Miracle
Whip

gais

Iuii4P

*

_-

69c

‘**************
11 REFRESHING

With Our Coupon Below

*********************************** **********************

Kraft
Miracle
Whip

Gillette
Bush

.ftszraf-

Salad

KRAUT--

32,oz.

-

PRODUCE

Shave 1,hash Crisp
Cream

*

Chopped or

)1

Foamy

Kraut

BEST

U

*

*

19c
Stalk

Rog. or Lime

*

. Save 10.
welt G10 order

Wee•

•

*

Rod 411 Size

nine,

.IYOUR BEST BUY
)
4t
E)

s 31a.
Voic:A A •

Pure Fresh Lean

44000::

Family
Pack
3 Lbs.

- or More

****************************************,********************
Armour Test Tender
•
* Fresh
Water

*

Rib Eye
Steak

Catfish
Steaks
lb.

* frosty Acres Baby
16 oz. $ Bottle Carton

)F
,L
witit
Bottles
or Deposit
Soso DY

$279

89'.

lb.

******************%********************1******************4

Field Worthmore

* Frosty Acres Sliced

'I Strawberries
* Green Giant Cut in Neese Sallee

Sliced Bacon
************************,..*********************************
*
.*
Field's
Pro-Leaguer

Limas

*
'
_ *
*

Wieners .4_*_„,
c:
**
*
*
*

Field
Sliced

:... i
1 lb. pkg.

*
- . *•
*

Field
Smokey Link

*

a :
* Sausa e t
i c t.
c )1
1
12 ez. pkg.
*
*
- *

*

FREE $100.00 BILL

Broccoli

49c
89c
49c
69c

Given Away Each Week
Register each tine you
are in the store for the
$100given away oath week

Last Week's
Winner

Ehtel See
405 N. 7th

•Nothing to Buy 'No Cards To Punch •All You Do Is
Register Each Time You Are In The Store Drawing Wednesday at 8:00 p. m. New Contest Starts Thursday
Morning.

•
Potato
BUDS

Toothpaste

Betty
Crocker

Potato
Buds

.Emplores of Packers and their Families not eligible to win .Adults
cnly may register .You do not have to be present to win

"If You Matc I ur • ua ity..
We ReTve the
Right to Limit
Quantities
We Accept U.S.
Government
Food Stamps

Home Owned
and
Hame Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners

•

-LookBackI() Years Ago

-EDITORIAL

—

Support For 12th
Street Mandatory

t 7-r

Ns„.•,
\\\.

Within a month local citizens
desires: To serve this 'traffic
will have the opportunity to' demand of from 10,000 to 22,000
voice their feelings on a project
Vehicles per day, 12th Street
should be developed as a four
which, in our estimation, will
lane, divided urban section..."
mean a great deal toward
futile& progress for this ComThe study also listed three
other projects as priority one:
munity.
That project — the four- implementation of a system of
one-way streets in the central
lining of 12th Street from
business (downtown) area; Sycamore Street to Utterback
Road north of town — will be constructing the Glendale road
the topic at a public hearing to connector from 121 South to
U.S. 641; and four laning Main
be conducted by the state
Transportation,
Street
from 16th Street to 6th
Department of
:Street.
'Bureau Of -Highways.
As it stands right now, only
The four-laning of this stretch
of .12th Street.--W.S. :641) has .two of the_priorityorre projects;
been discussed at length for 12th Street and Glendale Road,
have a chance of
several years.'The project will
connect two existing sections of getting off the ground in the
four-lane and will, in our very near future and DOT has
opinion, greatly improve traffic indicated that Main Street may
not be far behind, if the comflow and traffic safety.
- r2th —Street - munity- wants-it.
Four-laning
We don't wish to dwell on the
was listed as a "priority one"
prOT6ct in the Murray 'Man Tothei• thrie priorities at this
Area Transportation Study time. Our main concern is 12th
cdmpleted by Mel Conner & Street.
Our community needs this
Associates in 1968. That study
project.
To insure that We get IF,
said of 12th Street:
arterial
we
must
support it by speaking
"This
major
principal
in
favor
at the public hearing,
the
provides for
by
signing
petitions in support
the
in
movement
north-south
Murray area. It serves both the and by sending written
major through move-111cent and- statements of supporl 16 the
north-south internal travel Department of Transportation.

seem to

,

Capitol hleas_

By DONALDM.ROTHBERG
Associated Press Writer,

Helpful Hints To.
Canal Debate Listeners
The three most important things in
WASHINGTON (
Afew helpful
hints are offered for any readers so • the lives of most senators are speaking,
running for president and running for
hardy and so obsessed by the Panama
reelect.ion.
Canal issue that ,they intend to stay
The second and third are directly
tuned to their radios when the Senate—
dependent on the-first. Asking a senator_
debate resumes-next week.
Speakers us-Willy address their- - to-give- up the chance to-speak is like
asking Vladimir Horowitz to wear
remarks to "Mr. President." Jimmy
mittens when he sits down atthe piano.
Carter is not there, not in body and
That's why the question heard most
rarely in spirit. In this case, "Mr.
often on the Senate floor is "Will the
President" is the presiding officer.
senator yield?"
Senators believe that words are like
muscles, that they need regular use to
Once a senator gets the floor, clips
maintain their strength. That's why
the microphone to his coat and begins to
they flex as many words as possible to
speak, that's it. You can't dislodge him
express the simplest thoughts.
with dynamite. He can talk until he
That's why, when the debate began
drops from exhaustion or is willing to
and Majority Leader Robert C. Byrd,
yield the floor.
D-W. Va., got to his feet to tell other
Even if his colleagues get se tired of
senators how long he thought it would
listening to him that they decide to file a
last, he didn',I say, -Fellows, this one's
cloture petition, the technical device for
going to take us four or five weeks."
obtaining a vote to shut off a filibuster,
"Mr. President," he said, "I. think it
he can continue talking for two days
only fair to all senators to state at this
before they can vote to shut him up.
time that the joint leadership would
Sincethe Panama Canal debate often
expect the Senate to be engaged in the
sounds like a real debate, with senators
debate and consideration of these
challenging statements of opposite
treaties for a period of several weeks. I
speakers, there are a great many exthink that final action can occur within
changes like the one between Byrd and
four to five weeks."
Sen. Orrin Hatch, R-Utah.
Senators can never remember the
names of their colleagues. That's why
Byrd had the floor and Hatch said
they always call each other, "the
he'd like to ask a couple of questions.
senator from Massachusetts," or "the
"I yield," said Byrd.
senator from Oalifornia" never
A minute later, Hatch was back up.
"Teddy," or "Alan," or "Sam."
"Will the senator yield again?"
Sometimes they even have trouble
"Yes," said Byrd, apparently
remembering the right state. Early in
regretting immediately his generosity.
the debate, Frank Church, known to his
Byrd interrupted Hatch who said, "If.!
colleagues as "the senator from
may finish..."
Idaho," had a question for Clifford
have the floor," said Byrd.
Case.
"The senator yielded to me," said
-Now, my question to the able
Hatch.
senator from New Mexico, the ranking
Byrd ignored him and went on
member of the Foreign Relations
talking.
Committee,is this," began Church.
"New Jersey," interjected Case.
Hatch interrupted a couple of more
"New Jersey. I am sorry,"
times and Byrd began looking a little
apologized Church.
annoyed. But never so much that he
No simple apology is enough for a
forgot the ritual politeness of Senate
senator. So, Church went on to-say that
debate.
"the distinguished senator is quite
"I thank the distinguished senator
capable of representing two states, or
from Utah,"he said When it was over.
three."
"I thank the distinguished senator
from West Virginia for letting me interrupt him," responded Hatch.
Miiiray Ledger & Times
. Walter L. Apperson
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WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor ace welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.,
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky.42071.

Dr. Charles D. Clark has been named
as chief of staff at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Dr. ConraaH. Jones is
vice-chief and Dr. Charles Mercer is
secretary-treasurer.
Named as chairman of the Board of
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
was James_ Garrison with Leonard
Vaughn as vice-chairman and Udell
(Duff) -Erwin as secretary-treasurer.
'-Deaths reported include Charles
—
Zeten and Mrs. Ernfe McDaniel.
Navy Lt. Gerald T. Parker, son of
Mrs. Anna Parker of Murray and
husband of the former Broncla Sue
Lockhart of Murray, is serving aboard
the USS Perkins in the Subic Bay,
Republic of the Philippines.
Lambda Chi Alpha social fraternity
will sponsor a "Roaring Twenties Day"
on Feb. 24 to raise funds for the
Murray-Calloway County United Fund
Drive.

20 YiarsAgo
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Inside Report

By Rowland Esansand Robert Novak

Dr. Josh Billings of Vanderbilt
University, Nashville, Tn., spoke on
qieart Disease" at.the meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club. 1W- was Introduced by Dr. Hugh Houston and was
-here.as a part ofthe localpbservance of
Heart Fund Month.
Death&_ reported include .Z,. C
Jackson.
R. L. Cooper, administrative
assistant of the Calloway County Health
Department, said a food service school
will be conducted at the Health Center
during the week of Feb. 17.
Furches Jewelry Store will begin
-"grab bag" sale on Feb. _17 in observance of its 25th jewelry business
anniversary. William Furches and his
wife also observed their 25th wedding
anniversary last week.
The Chuck Sagon Gang will present a
concert tonight at the Almo -High
Schooh This event will be sponsored by
the Almo Parent-Teacher Association.

a

WASHINGTON — A spasm of fear is
he could deliver on it."
running through major allies of the.
One House Republican leader
United States that escalating demands
privately admits the true reason
on South Korea by famed investigator
Congress would risk alienating its allies
Leon Jaworski threaten to undermine
and gravely damaging its vital defense
established diplomatic practice .and
agreement with Korea: "It's not total
jeopardize their own relationship with
cowardice but it is a little bit craven.
the U.S:
Given the low esteem of Congress, it's
By using threats to force a former
the equivalent of Richard Nixon saying,
South Korean ambassador to testify in
'I am not a crook,' and not daring to tell
the House Ethics Committee's Korea
Jaworski that he's going -too far to
-scandal Probe, Jawbrski has alarmed
prove it."
notonly foreign allies but leaders of the. „ •This Republican leader
never
House. His threat: if the testimony la
remotely touched by any aspect of the
withheld, he will insist that the 'House
Korea scandal — would definitely vote
vote to shut off U.S. aid to Korea. But
to cut aid to South Korea if Jaworski
under the Vienna convention, approved -- presses his case that far. Careful White
by the U.S. Senate in 1965, no foreign
House and State Department headdiplomat can be compelled to give
evidence.
Former Ambassador Dong Jo Kim,
now an. gide to President Chang Hee
Park in Seoul's Blue House, is wanted
by Jaworski as a material witness to
the alleged bribery of U S
Congressmen. Israel, Iran, Saudi
Arabia and other large-scale recipients
of American aid have quietly informed
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
congressional leaders that they, too;
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
would feel threatened if Kim submits to
questions and solve problems — fast. If
Jaworski's threats.
you have a question or a problem not
A similar Jaworski threat against the
answered in these columns, write
U.S.-South Korean military alliance is
HEARTLINE, 114E. Dayton St., West
partially responsible for persuading the
Alexandria, Ohio 54381. You will
Seoul government to order Tongsun
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Park to testify fully and freely before
Include a stamped, self-addressed
the Ethics Committee. Actually, the
envelope. The most useful replies will
deal that is bringing the moneybe printed in this column.
dropping Park back here next week
HEARTLINE: I am 65 years old and I
was mainly stitched together by the
draw my Social Security retirement
Justice and State Departments.
benefits. I was thinking of applying for
The Vienna Convention, now reinfood stamps, but I have not got around
forced with quiet but rising pressures
to it yet. Recently, I heard there wat
on Washington by U. S. allies to observe
new legislation passed concerning this.
it scrupulously, bars the U.S. from even
Can you give me some information on
approaching the Korean government
this? C. S.
with a timilar deal for Dong Jo Kim, U.
A. You are probably referring to the
S. Ambassador Richard Sneider was
Food and Agriculture Act of 1977. This
ordered back to Washington last
was passed late in 1977 and it will be
weekend for talks about the possibility
implemented in July of 1978. This new
of -persuading" the Koreans to let Kim
act will eliminate the requirement of
submit a statement. However, pressure
the Food Stamp program that the
is out of the question.
recipients must purchase a portion of
The present Korean ambassador,
their stamps. This new act will
Yong Sik Kim, told House speaker
authorize the Food Stamp program
Thomas P. O'Neill Jan. 31 there would
through 1981 and it has established a
.be no chance whatever for the U.S. to
spending ceiling of $5.85 billion in 1978
"coerce Seoul into compelling Dong Jo
with gradual increases to $6.24 billion in
Kim to testify. When O'Neill asked
1981.
whether that ruled out a "dialogue" —
To participate in the Food Stamp
presumably long-distance — the amProgram a family's income must be at
bassador said nothing that violated the
or below the current poverty level
Vienna Convention would be possible.
which is currently $3930 a year for a
That leaves the ball in the court of
non-farm individual.
hard-driving Col. Jaworski, Watergate
Other features of the Food and
hero turned Korea scandal prober.
Agriculture Act of 1977 are:
Even House leaders privately are
+There will be a standard $60 per
fearful of military-foreign policy immonth deductions which will replace
plications of congressional reprisals
the current system of itemized
against South Korea for refusing to
deductions. This deduction will be inproduce Deng Jo Kim. What, then, is
dexed to the cost of living and will be
the soarce of Jaworski's power to carry
adjusted semi-annually.
out his threat of reprisals?
-4-There will be a deduction for excess
The answer is partly his towering
shelter when the expenditures exceed
reputation as the nation's preeminent
50 per cent of the monthly household
prosecutor of official scandal. Beyond
income. This will be adjusted to reflect
that, however, it rests on Jaworski's
changes
in the cost of fuel, utilities, and
Press"
flat statement on "Meet the
shelter as reflected in the Consumer
Feb. 4 that "there are a few" present
Price Index.
members of Congress who could be
+There will be a deduction of 20 per
charged with -criminal misconduct- in
cent of earned income to eliminate
the Korea scandals. Justice Departpenalties against working persons who
ment probers definitely have not yet
must pay taxes on wages earned.
reached that conclusion, and may
+The application process will be
never reach it.
simplified. A person may now apply at
But having labelled "a few" sitting
the local Social Security office.
members as likely to be found guilty of
+To be eligible for food stamps under
„kribery or perjury, Jaworski has
the
new law, the maximum allowable
deep
covered the whole Congress with
monthly income for a single person who
suspicion. "Jaworski's threat of
takes maximum deductions and has no
congressional retaliation against South
earned income from work is $383 and
Korea ) is a n4ost drastic one in the case
$463 a month for a couple.
of Dong Jo Kim," a leading Democrat
HEARTLINE: I am 59 years old and!
on the House International Relations
am a widow. My husband had always
committee told us. "But we are SO
worked under Social Security while he
sensitive to the integrity problem that

counters see no chance at all of
defeating Jaworski if such a vote were
held today.
There can be little doubt that
Jaworski will make good on his threat if
South Korea protects its diplomatic
rights under the Vienna convention. He
tells any Congressman who asks that
failure to get testimony from Dong Jo
Kim will compel Jaworski to inform the
American voters his investigation
cannot succeed.
Such madcap investigatory antics
may further enshrine Leon Jaworski in
the hearts of his countrymen. But the
cost to American interests throughout
the world could be exorbitant.

FART
was living. I am thinking of drawing my
Social Security widow- benefits before I
become 65. Can you tell me about the
reduction for Social Security widow
benefits? T. G.
A. Your benefits are reduced 19-40 of
1 per cent per month for each month
prior to age 65 that you begin drawing
Social Security widow's benefits. If
your husband never received any social
security benefits then your percentage
is figured on his unreduced age-65
benefit. If your husband was drawing
Social Security benefits at his death,
then your widow's benefitspercentage
is based on the amount of money he was
drawing. Following are the percentages of your husband's benefits you
are eligible as a widow: age 60, 71.5 per
cent of deceased husband's social
security benefits; age 61, 77.2 per cent;
62, 82.9 per cent; 63, 88.6 per cent;,64,
94.3 per cent; 65, 100 per cent.
If you start your social security
widow benefits before age 65, then the
percentage you are forced to take will
be in effect as long as you draw these.
In other words, if you take your benefits
at age 60 and receive 71.5 per cent of
your husband's benefit, you will remain
on this percentage as long as you are
drawing.
HEARTLINE: I am going to be 65
years old in May. At that time I will be
starting my Social Security benefits
and go on Medicare'. I have heard from
many of my friends that the Medicare
program does not pay medical bills
very well. I will need an insurance
policy to help with my Medicare. Do
you have any suggestions? E. F.
A. Over the past couple of years,
Heartline has received many questions
concerning the purchase of not only
Medicare supplement insurance
policies, but on the purchase of regular
health insurance also. Heartline has
researched this problem and we have
developed some very informative tips
in purchasing health insurance. For a
free copy of Heartline's tips on buying
health insurance, write to: HeartlineHealth Insurance, 114 E. Dayton St.,
West Alexandria, Ohio 45381. Please
enclose one 13 cent stamp with your
request for this free literature.

-

Bible Thought
"Thus speAketh the lord of hosts,
, the God of Israel, saying, I have
broken the yoke of the king of Babylon." Jeremiah 28:2
The Cod who allows men to he
easily replaced in power can lust
move then). No (hold of God should
he discottragecl with the world siloanon, Cod is still on His throne
as

_

30 Years Ago
- An agreement has been reached
between employees and management
of the Murray Manufacturing Company, according to R. M. Lamb,
general manager of the company, and Frank Voit, national representative of
the union.
Application of the -Murray Broadcasting Company to erect a new
standard radio station—in-- Murray
received final approval from the
Federal Communications Commission
yesterday, according to George Ed
Overbey, president of the COmpany.Call letters of the staticin will be WNI3S
in honor of Nathan B. Stubblefieid_of
Murray, iaventar of radio.
•
- -Russell Hunt of the University of
Kentucky will speak on "Production ,of
Dark Fired Tobacco" at the meeting of
Calloway County Farmers here on Feb.
16.
--Murray High School beat Providence
to go into the semi-finals of the Western
Kentucky Conference Basketball
Tournament at Henderson. Murray
players include Alexander, Miller,
Hargis, Jeffrey, Stewart, Hackett,
Clark, Shroat, and Butterworth. Other
teams in semi-finals are Tilghman,
Madisonville, and Henderson.
"Road To Rio" starring Bing Crosby,
Bob Hope, and Dorothy Lamour is
showing at the Capitol Theatre.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday,Feb. 15, the 46th
day of 1978. There are 319 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1898, the U.S. battleship Maine blew up in Havana
harbor. The Spanish-American War
followed.
On this date:
In 1564, the Italian astronomer.
Galileo, was born in the city of Pisa.
In 1764, St. Louis was established as a
fur trading post.
In 1933, President-elect Franklin
escaped
narrowly
Roosevelt
assassination in Miami. A shot fired at
Roosevelt missed him but killed Mayor
Anton C,ermak of Chicago.
In 1942, in World War II, Britain's
Singapore colony surrendered to the
Japanese.
In 1962, the U.N. General Assembly's
political committee overwhelmingly
rejected a Cuban complaint that the
United States was planning an attack
against the island.
In 1973, the United States and Cuba
signed an agreement calling for the
prosecution or extradition of hijackers
of planes and ships.
Ten years ago: Meetings were being
held between U.S. and North Korean
officials at Panmunjom on North
Korea's seizure of the American
reconnaissance ship Pueblo and its
crew,
Five years ago: The government of
Laos and the Communist Pathet Lao
failed to reach a predicted cease-fire
agreement.
One, year ago: President Carter's
-mother, Lillian Carter, received a
warm welcome in a town north of
Bombay, India, where she had served
in the Peace Corps 10 years earlier.
Today's birthday. Songwriter Harold
Arlen is 73 years old.
Thought for today: What I need post
is someone to make me do whit I can —
Ralph Waldo Emerson, American poet
and essayist, 1803-1882.
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Teacher Negotiations Bill Lacks Punch
That Ky. Education Association Opted For

•gpe Accept Gov't Food Stomps.

FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — 'we feel we have a bill that is be hard-nosed and pusn for a however.
A suBstitute bill calling for passable,"
said
KEA tougher bill they can watch it "What we have tried to do is
_ professional_ negotiations fpr ktesident Wayne Harvey.' We go down to defeat," Johnson gve all locals who could not
teachers is weaker than the---are very confident it will pass said.'1 expect the committee -bargain a chance to bargain,"
a agy4ithem
said.
Kentuckv
would h
Education the Senate ulA,ce.anjim
Association would like, but we will have.the votes to pass stronger bill if they thought It
Local boards can now
both KEA spokesmen and if it gets to the fliibr in the could be passed."
bargain voluntarily with
The committee substitute teacher groups and lovers!
legislators agree it isas strong House.'&
a-professional negotiations bill
Sen. Don Johnson, -D-Fort contains one provision Gov. have agreements with their
Thomas, chairman of the Julian Carroll has said is teachers.
as the Legislature will pass.
The issue of Professional
The subsitute bill was committee, also said :he essential if he is to sign a
out favorably thought the measure would professional negotiations law negotiations for teachers has
reported
— a nostrike clause. The been a long-running one in the
Tuesday by the, Senate pass the Senate.
Johnson agreed that a , original bill would have Legislature.
Business Organizations and
There have been efforts for
stronger measure would have allowed strikes by teachers.
Professions Committee.
Other changes in the bill 10 years to pass such a bill.
• - We would have - liked to been doomed.
.riave seen _a stronger _bill but _ "If they ,(_teachers) want to reported from committee and The closest backers have
When-a-DM
Sint to tile Senate floor cane Was lit
remove the provision- • for similar-to the Cttr_Mnt..e0W
binding arbitration, set up a mittee substitute passed both
local grievance procedure chambers but was vetoed by
instead of a new statewide then-Gov. Wendell Ford.
the
said
method, define what areas are
Harvey
open for negotiation and professional negotiations
provide that a local board does committee of the KEA has not
not have ;to accept the end yet taken a stand , on the
result of its negotiations itrith committee substitute.
no* take.a close 1ook4it it "to-teachers:- '
The bill does require local see if this bill gives the locals.
- boards to negotiate with who wish to bargain the kind
groups representing teachers, of clout they need."

Storey's

FOOD
GIANT.
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*Limit Rights Reserved
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SHOP
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DEPT.
for thefinest
quality,fashion
FABRICS that
money can buy!
Beautiful New

FABRICS
SPRING
Aro Nero: Shop Early!
CHAR qf IT
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A-C VARIETY
Jim Adams Shopping Center
Paris, Tennessee
Business Hours:
Mon.-Sat.9 Iii 9
Sundays 1 p.m. til 6 p.m.
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Historical Society Has
Junior State Chapters
FRANKFORT —
Kentucky , Historical Society
now has around 100.chapters
of junior historians in schools
throughout the state, according to Nancy Penney,
director of the Kentucky
Junior Historical Society.
"Although more than 10
- have
other . states
organizations, Kentucky and
Indiana are the most successful, primarily because the
kids are at the helm," Penny
said. -One of the major
purposes of the organ11M1?t,
along with learning more
about the state's history, is ,t.o
develop responsibility and
leadership abilities."
Next year the Kentucky and
Indiana societies will co-host a
symposium on George Rogers
Clark and invite other states
to look at how junior historical
societies are organized.,
TtayarorgañIzation is
expanding summer acticities,
revamping it's workshop
program to include training in
video taping, and a new
handbook will be out in

8 AM-10 PM
- EVERY DAY

De: Montt;

February, Penney ,continued.
"The handbook, which the
students helped to prepare, is
an organizational guide and
the only `how to' book with
pointers on doing architectural stirtrrys;
genealogy, oral history,
researching state and local
histories, and
footnote
citation," she explained.
"Harlan County, USA," a
movie made in Kentucky, will
be shown at the convention
this year which is planned for
April 21 and 22 in Frankfort.
Awards for excellen—cein
different project ,pategories
will be1 given at the annual
convention. These categories
include genealogy, oral
history., public speaking,
individual
and
group
research, photography, art
and essays.
The award winning material
is published in Kentucky.
Heritage, the Organization's
quarterly magazine.
For more information on
sponsoring a chapter-of junior
historians, contact Nancy
Penney at (502) 564-3016.
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Tomato Juice

CATSUP

et

46 or.

59c

Pride of Ill

3/88'
Corn
PorkShowboat
& Beans 4/99'
16 or.

14 oz.

15MattM146,tts,,

Edon
_

Tissue

Pyrex

BLEA

69'

4 rot,

Hi-Dri

ro,i2/99'

Towels
Scot Lad Saltine

Crackers.
Kounty Kist

Corn

16 or

Brawney

Towels
Home Owned
& Operated

coming to
murray state

Yellow Onions
Celery

In
Concert

Or

Praise has shared
_A -sound for today .
life with young people in America, Canada,
Britain. Their
Great
throughout
and
Israel,
it
music does more than ask questions
gives solutions.

tuesday, february 14
thru thursday, february 16

Bob
Weiner
Author and director of Maranettle, an international collegeoriented organization, Bob has
travelled throughout the WOrld,
challenging young people to take
a radically positive direction 111
their liette, TO reads that goal that
they seek so hard to find.
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Super Select

Cucumbers
Carrots

14'
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lb
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Radishes
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5 lb
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z
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-
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25 lb
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51b

I

Coffee

13 oz

Tissue
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•

,00z 20

Singles

12 oz

$1I 09

-Margarine
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9
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51 25
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49'
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By MIRE' BRANDON
Ledger& Times Sports Editor
Cary Miller said it helped
his team, Roger Fields said it
helped his team and hurt
Miller's team while the fans
were about as mixed up as
Bella Abzug on a tour through
a women's hat factory.
When Murray High and
Mayfield met on the football
fall, there we more
field
-points scored than-there werein Tuesday's basketball game
which found the host Cardinals taking a 22-18 win.
It was interesting. And
believe it or not, there was a
lot of action.
— Every shot; every pass;
every rebound was- absorbed
by the attentive fans.
— Every trip down the floor
was like a move in chess.
Why did it happen? Just
Saturday night, Mayfield
plastered Murray High 95-78
and at one point, the Cardinals
held an early 20-4 lead and the
Tigers were Reyer able to
catch up with the tall and
talented Mayfield team.
"They had beaten us so
badly at Nome and had us
down so early in the game. We
felt like our slow start is whatbeat us in the game Saturday," Murray coach Cary
Miller said.
"We decided we weren't
going-to be down by a bunch
eatly in this game. We worked
on the delay game Monday.
We've had a delay game type
of offense we've worked on all
season but this specific one,

la

MISSED IT — It appears Ed Harcourt has an posy two-pointer
.,on this drive down the lens but Harsourt missed the shot. Harcourt ad an excellent lob of headline the bidl in the Tiger
slowdown.

the hoop... but they waited for Hubbard made the three-point
over three minutes before it •ftlay to put us ahead 14-11, wecame. -Mayfield went down just dropped back.They did us
and Joey Shelton scored from a favor-by holding the ball at
10 feet to tie the game at 2-2 that point.
and that was the score at the "And if they would have
end of the first quarter as tried to drive through the lane
Murray High maintained to get back in the game, then
possession over the final four we had four fouls to waste and
we would have fouled them
minutes.
Murray was one of two from- before they shot the ball.
All they could do was keep
the field in the quarter,
the game close this way. We
Mayfield was14.
With 1:27 left in the half, had them down by 24 points at
Mayfield led 6-3 but Ed one time in the game at
Harcourt of the Tigers went to Murray and put in our "B"
the line and made two free team to keep from running up
throws then „with just three the score. It's fairly evident
seconds left In the half, Willie they can't play ball with us,"
Perry scored from five feet Fields added.
out al* Murray High led 7-6,at ActUally„_the game May
have heenutheip_toidayfield.
halftime:
"When you slow it down like They may well see the same
that, you hope-to get the other type of delay tactics when
team in foul trouble." Miller they begin Third District
said. For the first half, that's Tournament play.
what happebed. But, in the ''If we'd been beaten, I
second half, the difference in- guess everyone would come
the game was Mayfield out and try holding the ball on
conirnitted only one foul and
Murray never had a chance to
get in the bonus.
Over the final 16 minutes,
MayfielChit 10 free throws,
including eight of 11 in the last

,us and it would have hurt But
if anyone does try it, they'll
_know we can play this way too.
"I'll say -this
-, -we've had
teams try and hold the ball on
us ancl without doubt, Murray
did the best job of it. I'll give
credit where its due," Fields
added.
Miller said there- were
several things that hurt the_
Tigers. For instance, Murray
High had 11_ turnovers while
Mayfield had just three.
"We also missed four or five
backdoor opportunities where
we just didn't see the open
man in time. Our kids felt like
they were going to win.
Mayfield is so strong inside
but if they don't have the ball,
they,areni -going to'score. '
"I felt Taylor along with Ed
Harcourt really did a fine job
in running our Offense for us.
We play the.garne to win and
we felt we could win It this
way. The rule book allows you
to play deliberately and we played by the rules.
- "I - think this game will
really help us. We know now
that, if the opportunity ever
comes up to play someone else
this type of game; we can do
it," Miller added.
Mayfield-is now 12-3-oa the
season while Murray High
drops to 8-9 and will have a
formidable task ahead for
Friday as they must play a
'road game with a dangerous
Symsonia team and of course,
high-scoring Tim Allred who
scored 47 points in 0 game last
week.

HE SCORES! — This was a rare play Tuesday. . . $011141004
scoring. Howard Boone of the Tigers menages to slip in post
Don Hubbard of the Cardinals for flio two-pointer.

Murray scored the first
011 Atts%
basket of the second half and
NY
-led 9-6 then with 4:02 left in the Ken Hayden, 17, a defensive
period,the turning point of the end from Louisville Trinity
game came. Senior 'forward High School, has signed an
Doll Hubbard wed - in on- a Ohio Vapey Conference letterDavid of-intent with Murray State
after
fastbreak
Youngblood came up with a University, head coach Mike
steal and missed a dunk at- Gottfried has announced.
tempt. Hubbard made the Hayden,6'2", 190 pounds,is
,
91.M.r._andffirs.
—rebound--basket ..and—was the _19
,
' Gilliiint
And I realty feel if we'd had - fouled; tying the game. '•
Then with 2:56 left in the Louisville. He lettered the last Harcourt
mor% time to work on- it, we
for Coach David - Racine
would have won the game.- ,.period,-sophomore guard Wes Iwo seasons
them-- Tailor 4,..We felt like We had good Mills stole the ball and Moore's State AAAA
pions.
He
was
named
to
the
scOred
-another
enough ballhandlers to hold it Hubbard
It's Going To Happen
up.and go for the percentage three-point play, giving--the Jefferson County All-Stars
allfg
won,
first-team,
and
lead.
Cardinals
a
12-9
shot," Miller added.
Again... Watch
i
shown
MAPPING STRATEGY
It was sore like a gem of chess
When Mayfield got the lead, district honors in 1977. Murray shot a good perHubbard ... 1.... .:..: 2
2
..
'
• Font.
then hesliothelE in the Money Nigh loss at Mayfield Tuesday.
they dropped Youngblood and - The signing of Hayden by voig,gbfood--. --------centage all right.
--(1
- •- --Nero, Tiger coach Cary MMor goes- over the-piens during.
The Tigers took the -opening Hubbard back on the baseline assistant coach Bill Bilciridge war
eight the number Of iai
o
tipaadmade-thsttfirst.shot.at. and took off the orpstire. brings to
Then the Cardinals sat back foothalljecrilltssigned-to"daraTh.t_ y -- Mayfield2.
and let Murray play catch. by the Racers.
Murray cut-lt-to 12-11 at the
buzzer when Frank Gilliam
scored from under.
Hubbard opened the final
quarter with two free throws
at the 7:33 mark and Murray
again went into the freezer
with the ball. The Tigers were
hit for a five-second violation
with 4:26 left to play and
Mayfield took over only to
have Hubbard get fouled and
miss his free throw.
Brad Taylor took the Tigers'
first outside shot in the game..
. a 20-footer which he swished
with 2:56 left and Mayfield led
14-13. Then the gym erupted
into cheers as Mayfield came
back down and went into the
E78-14 $23.50 $2.03
delay game itself.
F78-14
With two minutes left to
play, Hubbard wrapped it up
G78-14
with another three-point play,
G78-15
giving the Big Red a 17-13
Size 878-13 blackwali plus
lead. Murray came down and
$1.72 F.E.T. and old tire
missed a shot and. Mayfield
RAIN CHECK — If we sell out of your size we will issue you
rebounded with 1:48 left,
a rain check, assuring future delivery at the advertised price.
Hubbard was fouled and made
two free throws for a 19-13
lead.
Mills made it 21-13 with two
free throws with 38 seconds
d Rlaadsial li
aildl`IngD:uBRAtt-007&-F1.3Era;1"ed:naYl
w latendwaollIdpliurs lds•Potorly g tcasyg
left then Howard Boone and
•P
e
.Th.
Mills traded frloe throws
before the Tigers scored the
game's final four points.
$195
BR78-13•
11311.00
DR78-14••
$41.00
$2 25
Cushion Belt Polyglos
Murray forced Mayfield intdER78•14••
1142.00 $236
FR70-14••
$45.00
$251
875-13 whitewall plus
a
five-second
baseline
GR78-14*
$411.00
$265
$1 82 F.E.T. and old tire
FR 78-15"
$411.00
$2 45
violation with just five
149.00
GR78-15”
$2 75
Many Other Sizes
MR78-15•
152.00
$204
seconds left and had a chance
LR78-15•
1135.00
$3 22
Low Priced Too!
to cut the gap even more-but
the Tigers couldn't score
again.
"I was surprised they held it
that way," Mayfield coach
Roger Fields said. "I guess he
Co-Sponsors: Nappy Holiday Travel, Inc.
(Miller) felt that was the only
and Murray State University
way he could beat us. He's not
got that bad of a ballclub but I
The Most Complete Boat Show Ever Presented In This Area.
guess he thinks he does.
Price includes parts and latrir
Most LI S & some loreign
CANOES-FISHING BOATS-SKI BOATS- PONTOON BOATS-CRUISERS
$4 lets for electronic igniliOn
"I'd never admit that's the
-art (depending on make)
SAVES US. CMS FAST
•
only way I could beat a team,
STARTS IN ANY MATINS
HOUSE BOATS
IMPROVES TIRE MILEAGE,
$451451 4146, AND COMM.
• Electronic engine, starting.
by letting the air out of the
and charging system analysis• In• Comgete chassis lubri• inspect and rotate all 4 tires •
DON'T MISS IT — UREE ADMISSION
stall new points, plugs, condenser
ball. His club can run with
cation and oil change •
Pianist caster, [after. & tot-in to
• Set dwell and time engine to
manufacturers specifications • In•
Helps protect parts—enFirst Class Family Boat Show!
specifications • Adjust carburetor
either team in their district
spect steering and suspension
sures smooth, gum! perforto, fuel economy • Cis with air
components • Road test car • Exmance • Includes light
and I really can't see this
conditioning $2 More • ind•Oes
cludes fronttiteel drive cars
for
phone
trucks • Please
Datum, VW, Toyota, and light
game doing Murray any
truCks.
appointment.
Friday, Feb. 17
good," Fields said.
(4 p.m.-10 p.m.)
How do you coach a team
Use any of these 7 otner ways to buy Our Chen Customer Credit Plan • Master Charge
when someone is holding the
.Bantamericard • American Express Money Card • Carte Blanche • Diners Club • Cash
Kentucky
ball?
Jones
"At halftime, I told the kids
p.m.
6:30
I felt they were trailing too- •
9et Your Independent Dealer tor ttts Price and Credit Term/ Prices as Show,At Goodyear Sersrre Stores in All Ceerninunitiev Served By TiNos Nevnereder
much on the man-to-Man
defense.
I
told
them to play
Saturday, Feb. 18
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
Sunday, Feb. 19
what I call my face-guard
p.m.)
a.m.-10
Store News: 7:30 A. .
COO P.M. Daly • Open Friday witilli:00 p.m.
(10
defense
and
that's
simply, our
(1 p.m.-6 p.m.)
My.
T.
Temkin
man goes where their man
Wand The Magician
315W. Broadway
600 Jefferson
The King's Sons
goes, all over the court.
2:30 p.m.
Paducah,Ky.
Mayfield, Ky.
"I felt the key was our trap.
2:30 p.m.
Country Trend-4:00 p.m.
442
We stole the 'ball a couple of
247-3711
Smith Breifters - 6:30 p.m.
times off of it. And when

The
Boston

The Greai
Tire Drive
Orin

Value Leader
'All-Weather 78'

DOUBLE BELTED
POLYGLAS

GAS SAVING GOODYEAR
RADiALS

BOAT SHOW

Feb. 16th thru Feb. 19
West Ky. Livestock
& Exposition Center

No Hassle Auto Service...For More Good Years In Your Car!

one
'St
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Held
Money SO
By MIKE BRANDON
Murray got the ball out and fur us Candy-ivants so hard to
tg ft
Ledger dr Times Sports Editor freshman forward Tonya excel and she puts pressure on 7aWser
4411
Pt
arrell
• 0 5 16
Sometimes getting one of Alexander sneaked inside, herself by trying too hard Gr
ath
0 0 1 0
your best players in foul took the inbounds pass and sometimes. But she's really Alesaader
6 0 2 12
1 2 5 4
trouble can help a basketball scored to give the Tigers a 48- settled down and of course got tt„%'rL
1 3 5 5
team. The Murray High girls 47 lead.
the ball for us when we needed Jam1 S 1 2
Totals
21 I U W
discovered that Tuesday night
Mayfield led one more time, It
as they
57-51 game at 49-48 after Shelton made two
this was another total
Mayfielit
1 ft1- •.
- tree throws. Murray regained team effort for us and Memo
5 j 2 14
Junior- sparkplui -Ja-— 1M-lend fOr good-at the 2:04 everyone Who played con- sheik,.....„......„„_y . T
Washer recorded her fourth- - ilia when Washer scored tributed. We really needed a .,elines
}1
Personal_foid with still half °L.
-_from 15 feet for a 50-49 Tiger_ coijoleif lik_witi like:these isZ...____ „.......g _g_i___, .
the third quarter left to play. edge.
_
last two. And this one is really_
_6_11
)
At the time, Murray led 27-24.
good for us because Mayfield Moral'
alayfseid
8 12 12 11-51
That's
where
senior
"Jaina had picked up our is a good team with ood
Freshman Boys
Marlene Farrell took over and offense and defense by that personnel and they're very
11 f) 9 14-34 ;
connected for six consecutive- time," Fisher said. "We were well-coached. -If you make Murray
Mayfield
n 9 12 8-58 5
points to push the Tiger girls really needing a steal at that many mistakes against th ,em
—
out torsr10-24 cushion.Almt--- point." •
they'll kill yble.7_:Fisher ad- ...Murtrarit
(
)341
:
7
1 r haw 4
'
adsertttenden
SOMEONE I1REAK - Aides Mahar(13)of the Tigers heags-in then; at qUickly as they _hal -Freshman guard Candy ded.
•
6,
Schanbacher
4,
Buinphis
6,
caught
on
just
fire,
the
Tiger
Tigers
glitz
Jackson gave the
air after electing not to sheet an Pet Wilkins(31)of Mayfiehi
Jan Shelton nearly (lid
_ p_nakia_zand
went ice cnid.
what Fisher hoped for as she the Tigers before Murray :7
defends. Washer, playing. bawd gene, sawed It points te
1 1,h
‘; h
r
may mat ar;"471
.
"It wet. midnight Monday stole the ball away at mid- finally pulled it out. Shelton lead the Tiger girls.
before wgot back in from our court and raced for a fast- finished with 21 points and 13 They won 44-35 at Heath
game a Heath and even break basket, leaving Murray of them came in the final- Monday in a previously
unreported game. 'they will
though we won that one, it with a 52-49 lead.
period. But over the last two
host Calioway County at 6:30 kind of hurt us because the
Washer hit two free throws - minutes, she was shut out.
, -•
Thursdhy.
girls didn't have much time with 52 seconds left to give the
The Murray girls are now 5-" p.m.
Mayfield
(58) =_Malqps
for rest," Tiger coach Rick Tigers a 54-49 lead and put the 7 and
- host Calloway
sm..
Fisher said.
game in the win column, the County Thursday. The froth T. Moss 15, Parrott 15,J. Moss
ee47„1
isdi
:
Just like in boxing, there are second consecutive triumph boys will play the 6:30 p.m.' 6, Starks 2, Crouserl-,-Babb-14---krr
hishobewi
Hobbs 1, McGehee-3and Elliot
certain signs that give away for Murray.
preliminary game.
best gases silks seesee with 17rake*aid Gesso Waft
2
tiredness and over the final
three minutes of the third
"We really came back out
period, those signs became and played when we needed
obvious as the Tiger girls it," Fisher said."We got
couldn't even control the them a couple of times but
defensive boards.
then we let them come back
By the end of the third and get ahead. It left us in a
quarter, it was tied at 33 as the position to see what we were
Cardinals hail rattled off nine made of.
straight points while Murray
"It was our defense that
was blanked,
really got us back in the game.
Mayfield continued to hold Early in the aame, even
-the upper hantratEdhefilnd the '
t play of Jan Shelton, looked tired on defense," the
soared to a 44-39 lead. But then Tiger coach added.
Washer came bask in the
Besides defense, rebounding
game and as soon as she did, also played a key, particularly
the tide turned.
in the final period after
With 258 left In the game, Washer came back in the
Washer hit from 15 feet for her game as her presence seemed
first field goal of the fourth to pick everyone else up.
period
and - trimmed;
hlayfield's lead-hrtour at 47-7" - Murray enjoyed a 4840 edg
Warm up 10 1:001 sayings
43. Then just 20 seconds later, on the boards with Alexander
now oesour KING automatic
Washer scored on a three- pulling down a season and
wood circulator. One lood
point play and it was a one- • career-high of 17. She also
of-wood, a comfortable settin%
ond you're good for up
point game. On the inbounds added 12 points and was the
to 12 economical hours of
to work against third Tiger in double figures.
play,
trying
'Constant even heat. A r
BACK AT YOU — Freshmen Tony' Alexander(31) slops down the - Murray press, Mayfield Washer led the scoring with 18
extra Icieglised door makes
a shot put up by Use Powell (35) of Mayfield. Others M tits
refueling simple and the
was called for the five-second in a brilliant shooting display
picture are Candy Jackson (23) and Kriste Russell(13).
heater cabinet is finished in
both from the field and the line
violation.
lifetime porcelain enornei to
while Farrell added 16 points.
insure long-lasting beauty
Install a King heater now at
"We rely on Marlene and
special sayings so you can
Jaina for leadership and Jaina
begin saving even more on
really picked us up. And when
those high energy bills!
Groat
Insurance
Against
she went out, Marlene started
Brown-Outs
carrying us. Jaina really
came through with the key
plays when we needed them.
g

-

_

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

hut
it
lug, mem v

Phone
753-2571

Winter Clearance
Sale

"Marlene had leg cramps
before the game and she
played with a lot of pain but
_stuck in there and sucked it
_up-Alexander gave us her
best game of the season. She
was a dominating force on the
boards and she's starting to
look more like a sophomore
now instead of a freshman
But if it came down to one
play, I guess Candy JacksOn's
steal and basket wrapped it up

PUTTING ON PRESSURE — The Tiger girls put the pressure on out front as lone Washer (13)
and Marlene Ferrell (21) wort on Use Powell. In the middle for the Tigers is Tonye Alexander
(31).
(Stuff Motes by Mke Modem)

r

4

111.04 did
—

A..„, IRO
salter 140

-

Niko,Puma,Adidas
or Converse

Lexington Lafayette, 14-4,
was seventh, the same
position it occUpied last week.
but Drakesboro, undefeated in
19 games, climbed from ninth
to eighth.

Leather Shoes
Lowcut

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Owensboro I6ollo was an all
but unanimous choice again
this week for the top spot in the Associated Press high
school basketball MU.
Apollo, now 24-0, collected
187 points in taking over the
No. 1 slot for the fourth consecutive week.
The sportswriters and
sportscasters kept Shelby
County, 18-3, in second place
Tuesday with 169 points.

Ti Qom kw
Al Uses
averse AR Star Simarik
Leather Isiketkall Shoes
inss
$11 9111
Reg.m.25

Jackson Clinches Witt

•

rr.

Bryan Station, 11-7, took
over ninth place, followed by
Lone Oak, 15-1.
They had tied foe tenth place
last week.
Missing from the top ten
was Mayfield, whichltrattbeen
ranked eighth.

;

!REMO I 1MG-

• .1

e • .• Anew

SAYE S5
SPECIAL
IN CARTON

Apollo Still
Leads In Poll,
Lone Oak 10th

Frankfort, 20-2, held on to
third place while Covington
Holmes, 21-1, moved up a
notch to fourth.
Louisville Ballard, 15-4, advanced from sixth to fifth but
Henry Clay, 19-4, slid from
fourth to Sixth. /

$600 Off

Fisher
Fireplace
Stove

Change your oil now and
lave. Keep a quart or two
with you on the road. too
Heavy-duty motor oil la perfect for all climates, ill
seasons 01/10W40

Salo

57C

$3488

OUR LOW DISCOUNT PRICE
ON ALL DISPLAY MODELS OF

FREE STANDING

SCREENS

qt.

An Efficient Heater
or

ME VALVE

TRASH
BAGS
At A great
Savings
$165
A Romantic Freestandin

Fireplace

FIRE TOOL SETS

33 Gal. - 15 Days
"

SPECIAL ON BLACK & BRASS FINISH

GLASS ENCLOSURE
•

Salo $7988

MOLE SIZES LAST!
3111. RETAIL $11415: OUR REG. LOW Mit
KICK i GRASS FIRISN OEM

CHECK OUR
SHOWROOM FOR
SELECTED SPECIALS

10%
25% OFF

Salo
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unnoticed ,Almost
By The Associated Press•
Kermit Wastlington ts Washington returned to the
Ba sk et ba LI
-back.-•.:4ncilitinay be bringing:, a tjoneIiiivided a big lift with 14
rebounds as the Boston Celtio
CINCINNATI`t AP I — Paul - trounced the Golden State
Ritter of ciiitiEnuiti has been Warriors 98-75.
named manager of editorial
It was the first action for
content and publicity for the
National Football Foundation Washington since Dec.9, when
and Hall of Fame of college he flattened Houston's Rudy
football, according to John Tomjanovich with the punch
heard round the NBA and was
Wyant, general manager,
Ritter, 38, is a native of himself socked with a record
Newport,'Ky., and formerly $10,000 fine and 60-day
worked 18 years with the suspension without pay.
"It wasn't a great night,"
Cincinnati Enquirer. The $3 million building is said Washington, who made
under construction- near Kings crrity two of 'six shots and
Island amusement park and scored six points in 25
minutes.
made a lot of
will be dedicated Aug. 3.

Named To Post

.

is•

Swen Neter scored 31 points
Bill Walton scored 22 points had reduced Denver's lead to
mistakes, but! hustled,so I'm -Seattle Supersonics i01-100,
Maurice Lucas added 21, one point but Issel, Bobby'-.-and Bird Averitt and Larry
and
Bulls
the
Chicago
defeated
the
not upset."
and Darnell McNeill hit clutch baskets as
helping Portland survive a 39- Wilkerson
Neither are he Celtics, who., New Or1&a&1a.19aad ilioint game'byfliheriirrookie Hillman combined for six Buffalo held off Seattle. The
the -Kansas 'Cit
kin- •
I
•. • ....II
under Coach Torn Sanders and swamped the Houston Rockets -60 early in the third quarter Thomp;on led the winners the game when Fred Brown
125402:
trail the second-place New
intercepted a Buffalo inand outscored the Suns 15-2 with 26 points.
York Knicks " 136-127 double
76ers 119,Pers 116
during the-next three minutes.
bounds pass but missed an
Cavaliers 136, Knicks 127
pvertime losers to the
Doug Collins scored 17 of his open 20-footer at the buzzer.
Lakers 128,Spurs 114.
Campy Russell, playing for
Cleveland Cavaliers —by640t the-first time in more Mar
Bulls 102, Jazz 96
- a- 'Rookie Norm Nixon scored 33 points in the final quarter as
games — only four in the loss Week after a bout with the flu, 14 of his 26 points in the final the &kers staved off a late
Artis Gilmore, scoring from
column — in the Atlantic scored nine points in the period. The Lakers, trailing Indiana rally. The Pacers the inside, and Cazzie Russell
Division.
second overtime period and 59-52 at halftime, scored 76 trailed • 90-80 with • 11:07 hitting from long range,
Elsewhere, the Po 11nd finished with 23 points, all second-half points with Adrian remaining but caught up at combined for 18 points in the
Trail Blazers downedthe after halftime. The Knicks not Dantley getting 19 of his 30 and 102-all with 3:29 left. The lead fourth quarter as the Bulls
Phoenix Suns 113-100, the Los only -squandered a 52-35- Kareein Abdul-Jabhar 14 of changed hacwilkuntil the final snapped a four-game skid.
15 seconds when' Joe Bryant The Jazz, -playing without
Angeles Lakers trimmed the second-period lead - but ex- his 20 after the intermission.
sank a jump shot, giving Pete Maravich and Gail
San Antonio Spurs 128-114, the Knick Walt Frazier led the t Nuggets 103, Bullets MI
Dan Isters fast-break stuff Philadelphia the lead for good Goodrich, have dropped five
Denver Vuggets held off the Cavaliers with 26 points, 22 in
Washington Bullets 103-98, the the third and fourth periods.' shot * with 1:36 remaining at 115-114. Collins accounted in a row.
Kings 125, Rockets Rd
Philadelphia Tilers edged the -B6b McAdoo had 40 Mr-We* helped---Denver--bent----4er- 11 of the- 713ers' last 16
Sam Lacey scored 17 points
Washington. -OuthW • minute -points.
Indiana Pacers 119-116, the York.
Braves 101,SuperSonics 100 and six other Kansas City
earlier, Kevin Grevey's lay-up
Buffalo Braves nipped thtTrail Blazers 113,Suns 100

players were in double figures —
Tuesday night as the Kings
stretched their winning streak
to six garnes. Kansas City
outscoring Houston 14-2
during the final three minutes
of the third quarter.

For Information
Regarding

Ekdrolysis
Removalif WO

Call 753-8856

with diagonal Color 'TVSystem!
19"
,CIE
AutomitticColor Monitor
Softd_State. Digital
'-100%
Nos., much more!

Channel

Bunny

Donuts

Anacin
50 Count
Reg.$1.43

uality-Built A
utomatic
Control Dryer Sensor
NU
i
'
1 monitors te
dial
N
mperature
and
NN,

endsautomatically
cycle.

Hot & Juice
Self Service

SAVE 10"

Hot Dogs

REG.PRICE

LESS "RED
$211110
TAG"
DISCOUNT
You Pay $30,4
Only

4/$1"

13900

and ...
you can get everything on

EASY-PAY TERMS!
Use any of these 7 other ways to buy. Our Own Customer Credit Plan • Master
Charge • BankAmericard • American Express Card • Carte Blanche
• Diners Club • Cash
glialatalr -- See Your Independent Dealer For His Price and Credit Terms
Prices As Shown At Goodyear Service Stores In Alt Grimm. .
nities Served By This Newspaper. Services Not Available
sylliglr, is
At Starred Locations.

1

Wontiwiience STORES
FAST SERVICE - CLEAN STORES
OPEN 6 A.M. TM 12 P.M.
365 DAYS AND

CLOSE
NEVER
SOMEIshind
Mg Johns
Quantities I amited

220 EAST THIRD STREET DOWNTOWN STERLING

Goodyear Service Store
Store Noun:1:30 a.m. uatll 140 PA.laity - Opals Friday util &Sl p.m.
Mgr. R. Cartwright
721 S. 12tkitreet
Murray, Ky.

4
es
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nsurance Regulatory Board Mints To Hold Off On Comp
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) —
The.
state
Insurance
Regulatory 'Board want4' to
hcOd off on any coutplete

eluding one to avert a
potentially sharp increase in
the premiums paid by employers.

commissioner, commented
that the board's report
probably would not._ ,satisfy _
either labor or business and

Compeniation Mt.
The board made that
recommendation Tuesday in a
, report to Gov. Julian Carroll.
v- The board called for several
amendments, however,

the insurance employers
carry to provide benefits for
employes injured on the job.
Robert
Preston
of
Lexington, a board member
and former state insurance

Business wants the work- "All we're suggesting is a Appeals decisions last year.
men's compensation statute hold-the-line program until an
The court veered toward a
rewritten to ease the high cost in-depth study and decision new doctrine of "lost wages"
of premiums. Labor seeks in--jari be made," Preston said. in figuring benefits rattier
creased benefits.
-1tThe over-all picture requires Aube old concept of loss of
Preston said the board fo- a great deal more study than earning
capacity,

The,net result, according to law."
we were able to give it in 30
the regulatory board, is that
Under one court ruling, an
days."
One basic change propoSed some injured employees are employee making less than
off fianandally the state's average Wage —
by the Ward would resolve .better
working.
The board said the situation
leads to "encouraging their
Malingering and discouraging
their rehabilitation,: both
contrary to the purpose of the

full wages if injured, without
the usual deductions or taxes.
Preston said the court cases
have not yet found -their way
into the workmen's compensation ratemaking

by the board is for the Workmen's Compensation Board,
which handles the program, to
AMVII up a schedule of medical
Awards instead of handing it
on a case by case basis.

Prices Good Thru Sunday
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Metal
Shelves

-Ti

34-5
Shelf-Units
We have more hunting items than any other area store...oll at discount prices

124----144
Kr,—100'

12"di 18" Depth
36" Wide

25'-50' Lengths
,•2" & sit", Rubber also Vinyl

Priced From

ROGER LATHAM SLATE CALL
Only 2t: high — the most %impact
slate call on the market. Tone can
be adjusted with movable toning
peg. Does not rattle when walking.
Suporbvullily and tone._

Window
Classics

IMPROVED MOOE.I.
'Easy to use, just position lips and.
" blow -into it. Makes all the calls
needed for spring and fall hunting.
Compact — just IV high. Refill

Diaphram
Caller
Most effective of all wild turkey calls. Easy-tocarry caller fits entirely inside the mouth and
leaves both hands free for instant action. Permits hunter to remain motionless while calling.

Turkey
Calls

Set Through
One Way Scenery —
For Trucks-etc.

-Designed primarily for the new turkey
•bunter,ass record takes the mystery out
•
of turkey calling. It cuts detail and concientrrtes on three basic calls that will
get the beginner started. Includes instruction and demoiveration on the
motionless caller• Actual will
=
tucordings
d
give the beginner the
sourids he must master

Thus is the most exciting call since the birth of
the box call. Reproduces a "perfect gobble" on
the same soind frequency as the wild turkey. As
simple to use as shaking hands Comes with
carno cover and carrying strap. Field tested to
assure perfection .

Lynch's World Champion
One side toned for imitating the hen and the
other for gobbler calla — a perfect gobbling
bonIComplete with turkey calling manual.

Mointipg Accessories

Black & White, Color
'
AM/FM Radio

18" x 64"
Reusable

-reeds a vatateble

"Woodsman"

hiclodes
Lead-In
Wire,
WireZ:
Guy

Foam
,Shredded

Wooden
Step
Ladders

Heavy Duty

Car Ramps
5000 Lb. Capacity

v Squares
1/ Cushions
t,Pillows
v Bed Covers

2'-5'-6'-8'-10'
Lengths

3000 Lb.Capacity

Jack Stands

DISCOUNT PRICES

The
Gobble

Mountain
Mist
Bleached

Jumpsuits

Listerine Antiseptic
Lilt Home
Permanent

Rolaids
Antacid
Tablets

Ka germs by millons ea annul 20 so.
Battle

Contac

Rierriar se Spavined
75 Tablets

Decongestant Capsules
lbsilef
Package of 10

Lilt body Ware or lilt
Special
Selo Tour Choice

.2.99'

Quality Filling
For Quilts
Rog. $2.19
Quilt Size 111 x 90 lashes

96'

Hankscraft
Air Moisturizer
Humidifier cool vapor.
moisture to dry indoor air.
1 Gallon Capacity Model 3972

Adds

50% off
Jeans

Head 8, Shoulders
Shampoo

Pre-Washed Denims
By Wrangler
Jandy Jeans I Liberty
Neg. 12.99

Helps tiered desdnrff
flaking. 11 az. tattoo or
70!. Tyke

$K88
Nee o
$133111-011.811 New $888

Pullover
Shirts
Round Nock
L
Or Rugby
Styles
Noe $8
28
Savings Up To $5.11

sa.$7
95

Vicks
Vaporub

Geritol
Tablets

ing Dimmest
3 as. i.e

$1 18

Schick
Super II
Cartridges

St. Joseph Aspirin

Linen
Sale

Great Savings
Now On
Ladies

$4"

Double Sheets
Twin Sheets

$2"
'4"

Psis Reliever

10Tdiets

lessowy Pedro* et,

1$149 -

is potency iris* nod vitamin Nine
100 ltats

Sok

Nett& Itold
a, Hold

Efferdent

liste-Aaressl nek Spray by
Seyb.Ism NuN,lim NulL
assets/
fl es.

Denture Cleanser Tablets

Schick
Plus Platinum
Double Edge

Blades
ptcfr.p. 5

5Coats
u

off

Several Styles
To Choose from

•

Special Selection
Den's I Boys
Dress

Special Selection
Of Ladies
II Girls
Dress

Casual

Shoes

.4

Reduced

Caseal

Shoos

40%
Now

40%

off

a

Dr. Pete Panzera Retiring From
Murray State;.After 27 Years
-

After alMost 21 year
member of !Murray State
University faculty, Dr. Pete
Panzer*,55, is preparing for
retirement June 30.
Chairman of the Department of Chemistry since 1968
when the late Dr. Walter
Blackburn was named dean of
the newly-created College of
w-

camp;he graduated from high
school at Belfry, Ky., and
attended college at Pikesville
and Berea before being
drafted for military Services
in 1443. After three. years as
radio repairman with the Air
Force, he enrolled at UK
where he earned both the
undergraduate and master's
&greet. He received his
doctorate from the same institution in 1953.
When Panzera joined the
_ chemistry department at
Murray -State, there was four
faculty members in it and
1,400 students on the campus.
Today, there are 14 faculty
members and more than 200
chemistry majors in the same
department.
When Blackburn died Sept.
20, 1974, Panzera was named
interim dean of the College of
Environmental Sciences and
served until a new dean was
named.
Lone active in professional
circles, Panzera served as
president of the Kentucky
Academy of Science in 1960
and as chairman of the
- Kentucky Lake Section of the
American Chemical Society,
which he and Blackburn
orgInned, m 190. In 1976, he
.also was honored as a

-

•OUR 60T" ANNIVERSARY
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alma
meter,- Frikaville has no plans beyond
retirement other than "to
College.
flaming," He and his
keep
He and his wife; the former jogging companion,George T.
Sarah Henderson of Cadiz, Lilly, who also is retiring June
have a total to 54 years of 30 as a departmental chairservice withthe University. Of man in the College of Industryher 27 years with the in- and Technology, run an
stitution, Mrs. Panzera was
average of three miles a day
secretary to Dr. William G. five days a week. In the last
president
Nash, retired vice
seven years, they have jogged
and dean of the faculties, for more than 2,8)miles.
cd
change
22 years, and wasin
Panzera's mother, Mrs. Joe
benefits for thousands of Panzera,
Sr.,
(4814
the
attending
veterans
•
and
Washington.),
two
university-. following World brothers C. A.
Panzera_ (218
conKorean
the
and
War II
Shepherd Ave.) and Joe, Jr.,
nect.
(4301 Stauton Ave.) live in
Panzera, an avid sports fan
Charleston, W.Va.
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Weather Won't Warm
Much In Next Month

WASHINGTON (AP) - Service.
Now, Gilman. said Tuesday,
Weary of the winter weather?
Don't expect .to be warmed the eastern half of the country
Inuch by the next 30 days' is experiencing the kind of
Dr:Pete Panzera
severe cold spell that made
outlook.
Arts and Sciences, Panzera
The National Weather last winter the coldest in at
came to the campus in 1949
Service is forecasting more least60years,
"We're entering a period
inttnediatelY after receiving
bad weather for just about
every part of the , country when it was heating up a year
his. master's degree at the
ago," Gilman said. Overall,
University of Kefitucky.
through March 15,such as:
Although a native of Vivian,
-Below-average . tern-, this winter hasn't been as cold
list year, but it difkild
peratures and above-normal
precipitation in the East, "catch up," depending on how
where it's already been cold it is during the next
unusually cold and ex- several weeks, he added.
The cold-weather outlook is
traordinarily snowy ,and
to cause worries in
certain
where added power demands
may hasten electrical cut- states in which electric
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)- struction,said if he were still a backs due to coal shorages utilities with coal-fired plants
Kentucky's state Board; of local superintendent he would caused by the nationwide coal face dwindling supplies
- -beceuseefthe-74-49-striketiy.Elementary"and -Secorgfary prOceed under the astuirmtiotr
-Heavy precipitation in the the United Mine Workers.
Education had to postpone a the days would not be granted.
The new 30-day outlook
"If we excuse five days, I West, including California;
discussion of what to do about
School days missed because of •think local boards should have which - 'already has -had -predicts precipitation will be
above normal in the western
bad weather when icy•roads in-service for that time ex- excessive rainfall.
.
J
teloyv-normal precipi- half of the nation and the Gulf
prevented most of the cused," Graham added.
Since Only three-of theSeVen tation -iirthe southern and and Atlantic coaststates, and
••• 'niembers fren getting-to the
board members could make it central Great Plains, _where below normal in the Midwest
meeting.
Only three of the seven to Frankfort Tuesday, the it's already _ been un- and Great Plains.
'Gilman said many cities in
board members could get to board did not have a quorum comfortably dry.
• "Clearly - this winter--has the eastern half of..the country
Frankfort Tuesday, but two of foean official meeting.
have received
Pogue indicated the board already surpassed last year already
those- there warped that local
or
_school officials should not Will take up the marrer of ca- for storms and Snowfall in the snowfalls "1k0 percentnormal."
above
more
and
said
Midwest,"
Northeast
regular
its
at
assume the school year will lamity days
And, in California, only
Dr. Donald L. Gilman,chief of
automatically be shortened meeting iq March.
recovered from a
recently
prediction
the
long-range
districts
school
said
He
because of the bad weather.
wanting the excused days group at the National Weather severe, two-year drought,
Many Kentucky districts need to make written
rainfall this winter is four to
seven inches above normal,
have missed as much as a requests. He added that few
month of school this year.
causing *flooding and mudrequests have been received
But the Rev. Bob Brown of so far.
slides that have taken
Lexington said, "The board
numerous lives.
Graham admitted the school
contrast, winter
By
has not routipely granted systems and the state
precipitation is one to two
calamity days and did so last education department had not
inches below normal in states
year only with great reluc- fully learned their lesson from
tance!'
such as Texas, Oklahoma and
last winter. "We didn't plan
Brown noted that while sufficiently for the winter that
Kansas. That pattern began
many people take it for is upon us," Graham said. "I Mr. Number?
with a fairly dry summer in
and is expected to congranted the board will chop felt lightning couldn't strike
1977
Armed with complicated philofive days off the 195-day school twice in the same place. I sophical arguments, a man went tinue,Gilman said.
year because of the weather didn't feel we would have to court recently with an unusual The outlook calls for colder
emergency, no poll of the another winter like last year. request. fie wanted his name to than nornial temperatures
board members has been
"We need to do something be changed from the ordinary one east of the Rockies and south
he already had to a four-digit of the Great Lakes, warmer
taken.
that more adequately adAS of right now, I per- dresses bad winters and go on number.
than normal, west of the
sonally would be very hesitant the assumption we will have
Rockies, and normal temperatures north of Chicago
to vote for calamity days," more bad winters," Graham
Brown said.
and in a narrow strip along the
said.
Board chairman Henry
Rockies.
Charles brown, superintenPogue Jr. echoed' Brown's dent of Fleming County
"The eastern half of the
sentiments, saying he had schools, who represented a
country has gotten within 10 to
aways been against granting group of 30 eastern Kentucky
15 percent of the degree days
such days.
of last winter," said Gilman.
school Superintenclennts, said
James Graham, state they agree calamity days
Degree days are the number
superintendent of opublic in- should not be granted in the
of degrees each day in which
the temperature is-below 65.
future unless no other alter"But the area of cold is
then
even
and
native exists,
"The law. he pointed out,
MISS YOUR PAPER!
they should be used for in- "gives me the right to adopt any mach larger than last year,"
he said. "It includes the Great
service - days when faculty name I please."
Sebscriers ebe bey* set
However,the court turned down Plains west of the Continental
and staff report for work but
received *sir beatedelivered
his request. Citing common law Divide - the Dakotas,
students stay home.
copy of Thu Iderray Ledper
the court said a. Eastern Montana, Wyoming,
However, Brown said the precedents,
T1mes by SIM p.m. Reedwy•
"name" means a word-not mere- Kansas, Nebraska."
year.
needed
this
are
days
friday Sr by 3:30 p... 4111
ly a set of figures.
He said temperatures this
"There has been a calamity
Thousands of people go to
days me meal te call 753-1416
are running 15 percent
winter
appear
approval
doesn't
it
and
year
seeking
this
year
every
court
d1an p.m.,
between 5:30 p.
normal.
than
colder
time
the
of
Most
name.
new
of.
it is over."
tikeedsg-friltrs, Sr 3:30 p.m.
these changes go through without
making
Brown
suggested
mod 4p. S.Sahordays, to lemwo
if the request
the local boards keep to a tight any difficulty. But
delivery of the esewspeper. Calls
is too bizarre, or too likely to lead
10 month schedule and grant to confusion, there may be a
wan be pieced by 6 p.m weekextra in-service teacher days hitch.
to
days Sr 4 p.m. Sohn**
to be used to make up part of
In another case two actresses,
roareates blowy.
the days missed by bad working as a team, asked a court
to give each of them the same
weather.
name. This,they explained, would
b.
prevent either one from getting RIcHMOND, Ky. (AP) more publicity than the other.
Madison County Judge ExecuButthe court, foreseeing a tive Harold Kirby has lost his
Free For The Asking!
"comedy of errors," said no.
of
And in a third case, the court three-room suite courthouse
write
refused a name change to a man offices in a fiscal court move
who had seven lodgments hang- to provide space for the
ing -Over his head. The couri- county's new district judges.
Box 307,Murray, KY 42071
The fiction followed•-ain-ifelted that his purpose might
well be to dodge creditors,
week from
plaints last
the
Associ.
county Bar
of
rid
However, a desire to get
Madison
a "foreign-sounding" name in
favor of a "typically American" at on, which said the new di,..
name has often bete considered trict court system was not
legitimate grounds for a change. working here because of inAs one judge put it in approving adequate facilities.
such a request:
Kirby, who agreed his of-Each Pereee will be allewed t4) flees should be . movect was
w
p.
o
unulieghtp.PFine
yacte meo
aZ:
rdingwe
t° nit: relocated in the secondtfloor
copyrighted' Every famous man courthouse office currently
.4( For evidence leading to the arrest and conviction of
has namesakes not related to him occupied by the state
_If the person who took a box from Mrs. Roy Nor- I( and the assumed name is general- probation and parole de-71` sworthy's car. The car was parked at 20915th Street 4( ly viewed as a compliment to the pertinent.
man whose name has been as'X and the box contained account receivable checks 4(
The department was then
stoned.''
.4( and $700.00 CASH!
,2rdered relocated in the third.
now used by
—A-publie-awirica_leatara. aL ibe_...nwr quarters
American B
and District Judge William
the Kentucky Bar Aseocistion. Robbins'.

4-PLY POLY
• POLYESTER CORD PLIES •
• 77 SERIES DESIGN •

_22

A70-11 glee 1.72 F.E.T. and
Ii,. off car.

Icy Roads Force School
Discussion Postponement

County Judge
Loses Space
To District Court

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE

k***************1
t( $25000 REWARD

— ****************

FENTON "SCRAMBLER" PICTURED ABOVE
—see OUR-C-OMPLETt-UNtOf

SIZE
E78-14
F78-14
G78-14
G78-15

q--15

MAIS WHEELS -

SALE PRICE
28.97.
30.97
31.97
32.97
33.97

F.E.T.
2.23
2.37
2.53
2.59
2.79

—

SAVE AT OTASCO

SEE OUR COMPLETE LINE OF UNIROYAL TIRES FOR YOUR EVERY DRIVING NEED
-

Lube & Oil Change

YOUR
CHOICE

-AMP.

,
.111111110

•

ONLY

UKER
STATE

Includes expert chassis lubrication and
up to 5 quarts of
high quality oil.
Check differential &
transmission oil and
battery water level.

$784

Shocks
in 20 IL 30 WIPIghis.
2.39

OH Change XIS
t20103)

Limit 10 quarts.
(19.170.2;31 (19.4722.3)
(19(74, 2)

Lifetime
Warranty

CHARGE IT
AT OTASCO

ONLY

Muffler

Original equipment replacement shocks. 12600/12-636-9
Free shock inspection.
Installation available at most
stores.

$2995

Brake Job

-LIFETIME WAIIRANTY
lortgbfe oiler 000ed onuf
Nine e gut:nonfood ogautyo
elehIcf,
moter.oly, react
monthly, blowout. or on,
,cos loo,., you ooen
010 I.
your tor I......of feyoluoe
caused by ony of *eye de
fec h feu,rnuffle• on yo,
coo end.' ye.II be replo<ed
f•ote of tt•ofge 'Doey not
:cover• .noolloco, -Y,,oy

Safety engineered to prevent dangerous leaks. Instal/lotion extra; 'available at
most stores. 14 140 14 5761

$2197

ONLY

lestallod

Complete
Engine Ttme-Up
SERVICE INCLUDES:
New spark plugs,
points, rotor and condenser. Our specialiirsset dwell, choke, time
engine and balance
carburetor. They will
test starting, charging
systems, cylinder compression and acceleration.

SERVICE
INCLUDES:
• Set of -8 snoes
for 4 Wheels Completely_Installed with New Bonded Linings. • Drum Turning to Precision.- • • Brake Shoe
Return Springs are Cheaced for Proper Tension. •
Install .New Wheel Cylinder Kits, Examine Wheel
Cylinders and Master Cylinders for leaks. • Pock
Front Wheel Bearings. • Check Fluid Level and
Bleed System, Add Heavy Duty Broke Fluid.

AS LOW AS

$4995

Cyl - ULM
6 CyI - $26116 — 4 Cyl.- $24.11h
Friendly Folks—
Friendly Service
tort° Years.

B•14Iir Center • 753-8391
PrKes good through Saturday
or all OTASCO stores and portKipotIng dealers

Ut
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0
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Your Individual
Horoscope

NOWIN PROGRESS

Market 414's

414'
-astc=
_Fraaceskakt
FOR THURSDAY„

kiff...1EACJIIILUAL1

FEBRUARY le,Ins

*AND OUR

What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) er4f1
Avoid worry over "what
might have been" „or "what
things SHOULD be." Consider
the overall picture and you'll
find that you have no reason for
asktiety. —
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) Oitt,
An excellent day for all
creative activity. Superiors
may take an unusual interest in
your ideas. In fact, you should
find welcome cooperation from
GEMINI
(May 22 to June
A mixed kind of day in terms
of work. Your ideas are good,
but PM can Mtek with obstades. There may be more to
do than you expected. Take all
in stride.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 21) ei
Real problems are likely to be
confused with imaginary ones:
Look thoroughly over your
schedule and weed out
nonessentials. To dear your
-vision, you first must-clear your
Path.
LEO
24
:
4k
(July 24 to Aug. 21)4
It's mostly up to you whether
you will gain ground,make ends
meet or just drift Some usual
suggestions or directives will be
absent. Be ready' to "muddle'
through."
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept n) WP%
You can accomplish a great
deal now — unless you are
•drgar
innate overmeticulouaness.
Emithasize flexibility.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to act. n)
You will require more than
indinary patience now; will also
have to be extremely careful in
making decisions. Turn thumbs
down on dubious schemes.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Some opposition likely.
&ACTT*, Interpret
quietly to
carefully and, thue fortified,
you can plan effective strategy
for overcoming it.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 21 to Dec. 21) AO
Examine your limier feelings
to determine your true sentiments and sense of values.
Otherwise, you may be misled
by your emotions.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Don't blow up trifles beyond
all proportion, and DO be
careful not to misjudge others.
You could get the wrong angle
on their activities through your
own misinterpretation.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Mixed planetary influences
should put you on your toes now.
There's a special need for
adaptability and efficiency —
also a sense of humor!
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XQ'
Don't crowd yourself in the
early hours,so that you become
overly fatigued. Some interesting situations arising
after noon will demand your
complete alertness, good
Judgment.

bEill"IOUs

Perform a
death-defying
act.

3nd

Have regular
medical check-ups.
American Heart Association t

Refreshments For All

Geraldine And Terry-Sykes
Invite You To Come And Have Fun With Them
. .

WIN MANY FREE PRIZES!---

(1') Register

CASH
ABSOLUTELY
FREE

At Our Store For A

QUASAR
B&W TELEVISION
To Be Given Away

To the person who brings us
a egke'-bottle'with the
name of a town on the bottom the farthest air miles
'distance from ,Paris, Tennessee.

JE.

ABSOLUTELY FREE
To Some Lucky Person.
Drawing Will Be Held
Sunday, Feb. 19th.
•

Int

YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with great personal
magnetism and a brilliant wit
If living on the higher plane, you
can reach top level attainment
and become a leader in almost
any field you choose as a life
work. Your personality Is a
volatile one and,if at your best,
you make a delightful, buoyant
companion; at other times, you
can be too opinionated, or just
plain moody. And one does not
know wben to expect these
quick changes of mood, either.
You MUST learn to conquer
such tendencies for, with melt
mastery, others will be drawn
to you hatinctively,and you will
make many friends along the
high road to success. Fields in
which you could make a notable
name for yourself: the stage,
literature, music, the law,
politics and science. Birthdate
of
Edgar Bergen, ventriloquist; Sonny Bono, entertainer; Patty Andrews,
singer.

To Attend

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 19th - 1 TM 6 P.M.

Ars

va

at&Smt,kd

ANNUAL

.
Free Live Entertainment All Afternoon In Our Store 11)

JIMMY TUBBS AND THE "BARONS",
Plus: The "Jimmy Wade Singers"

"Don Fortune Band"

William Bryant And Other Local Entertainment.

LIVE RADIO BROADCASTS FROM OUR STORE SUNDAY AFTERNOON BY
STATION WRJB SUPER "98" FROM CAMDEN AND WTPR RADIO OF PARIS.
(4.)

'7. •

(3.

Look What You Win
If You Can

FREE

A WINDOW
FULL OF MONEY

CRACK
OUR SAFE
10% INTEREST

WIN IT ALL

FOR ONE DAY ON

Here's all you do—just count the money taped to the front
window in our store - the closest to the exact amount of
cash — WINS IT ALL!!! Sunday, February 19th—In case of
ties—Prizes will be divided—No-purchase necessary to Win
any of our fabulous prizes—

ONE MILLION DOLLARS
JUST TO OPEN OUR SAFE

We will furnish everyone the 4 combination numbers to

our safe. Use these numbers in the right order to open
the safe and win.
S.

(5.)

EXTRA SPECIAL PRICES ON MANY ITEMS 1N THE STORE
SPECIAL
SAVINGS TO ALL OUR FRIENDS AND CUSTOMERS-7-CHOOSE FROM:

*BROYHILL *BASSETT *PENNSYLVANIA HOUSE• KROEHLER • JAMISON • SINGER *LANE.LA-Z-BOY
•PHILCO *QUASAR •KELVINATOR *KEMP .HOWARD *MAXWELL *ROYAL •BERKLINE .LEA *DOLLY MADISON

14 FURNITURE

MARKET
414 North Market St. - Pariagy Tenn.

Geraldine and Terry Sykes, Mgrs.

WIN FIGHTING FOR YOUR OCT

•

44

Mike Sykes, Salesman

Phone 642-6996

f.

•

IS, Ian
"
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Deaths and Funerals State Schools Show
Mrs. Ed Farmer Is
Needline
William A. Gibson
Safety Violations
Dead At Age 57;
Dies,IgIschigan

..• (Continued From Page 1)

Needline, also assisted in providing the
information sharing, screening, and
-system of confidentiality for clients"
referral. Its primary purpose is tP
who were to be called in the survey. The
provide a centralized source of inclients were sent a letter prior to the _ Intimation shout human urviceS in the
telephone survey and the clients were
community and to serve as a "listening
not obligated to give their name or any
ear" to its clients in order to identify
other information unless they desired to problems and concerns.
"do so to further continue the rliey-OF _
Miring- the 'past years, over 1540confidentiality that is the special mark
or the Neetilirk service in Murray. '- , contacts have been made and recorded
in the private files of Needline. They
Among items in the survey, 84 percent reported helpfulness of Needline, include general information, medicalphysical
problems, emotional91 percent said they would use the
related, fuel, housing,
psychiatric,
job
they
said
service again, 95 percent
would refer others to Needline service, furniture, food, legal aid, spiritualand 98 percent said the Needline staff family relations, drugs; alcohol,
clothing, just to talk, unwed mothers,
understood their problems.
special requests leg. baby sitter),
Needline was started here four years
transportation, transients, veneral
ago and is a community supported
di,sease, child abuse, and runaways.
agency created to respond.to-variClus
In the survey report and also in
human problems and concerns through
a program of information gathering, comments by Mrs. Ward it is to be

FRANKFORT, Ky. i AP) — with -the code. He agreed to
a quarter of Kentucky's provide a list of all school debAbout
in a for William A
schools nave un- -Lieut.-It-3 tirthe conniuttee.
public
Caldwellat
held
were
tibso-n
There was some dissafety
fire
corrected
Mrs. Ed ( Melvi Head)
Mulligan Funeral Home, Ford
Fire Marshal agreement among committee
state
violations,
on
this
died
Mich.,
57,
age
Farmer,
City,
Garden
Rd.,
as told a members as to how real a
Tuesday, Jan:'17 at 100 p.m. morning at four o'clock at her Bob Estep
threat the violations are to the
committee.
with Brother Hobart Ashby home, 336 Michigan Avenue, legislative
of school 'children.
lives
ApproJoint
the
told
Estep
Lone Oak. Her death followed
officiating.
Under
questioning by Rep.
ComRevenue
and
priations
Mr. Gibson, a former an extended illiness.
have Harold
DeMarcus,
schools
Rmany
that
mittee
was
resident
had
Oak
The Lone
resident of Providence,
Estep said children
Stanford,
those
to
similar
violations
resided in Garden City, Mich. a registered nurse having
the Hickman "would more than likely lose
for 22 years. He died of a heart graduated from the William which forced
to close their lives" if fires occured in
board
school
County
attack Saturday, January 14. Mason Memorial Nursing
schools with uncorrected fire
week.
this
schools
two
She
1945.
in
Murray,
Hospital.
School,
at Garden City
safety violations.
the
closed
it
said
board
The
An active member of the_ had worked as a nurse at the
He said the fire hazards in(ransferrred
and
schools
Hospital,
Christ
Riverside
of
old
Church
City
Garden
included nonenclosed
volved
unable
was
it
because
pupils
and employed at G.M. Hydra- Lourdes Hospital, and the
. for -corn- stairwells and..lack—ol--fire
-Matte plant-for 30 yeses.---• -- --Parkview Convalescent-- to. meet deadlineS-pliance with fire_ .safety alarms.
He is survived by his wife; Center, Paducah.
Sen. Robert Martin, 1)-RichMrs. Farmer was a member requirements.
Lois, two daughters, Michelle
said he didn't think the
mond,
committee
the
told
Estep
United
Oak
and
Lone
of the
arid Paulette Thomas
that
committee
should become
hearing
budget
a
during
husband Bill, two grand- Methodist Church. Born June
lacks overwrought.
office
maiShal's
fire
the
the
was
she
Salem;
at
Kurt;
1920,
2,
children, Lindsay and
He said he had never known •
to close down
twa,sisters, Waunitta Fotrest daughter of the late Grover authority
fail to comply of a Kentucky child being
that
sc_hoois
and_Marjorig
Head.
Claveland
and Glendale Uttley, botk.4if
--MUM lif a school'fife.'Martin -.senator pointed Out was the "Gamma •
with standards.'
Thompson Head.
Florida.
superintenalso said bringing all school 'Goat," a' military land-water vehicle
school
He said
Pallbearers were: James - Survivors Include her
of violations buildings in Kentucky into which turned out to be very limited in
Whitehead, Marty Ball, Bill husband, Ed Farmer, Lone._ dents are notified
and if compliance with fire safety Its use. At a cost of $200-million for
inspection,
Smith,. James Ray, John Oak; one daughter, Mrs. Mary after an
within 30 codes is an almost in- 14,000 of the trucks, Proximre said, -It
SParkfriiii and Tom Reeves, Jane Runge, Paducah: two there is no response
If surmountable job, because • can be parachuted in for use anywhere
again.
notified
are
Farmer, days,
Steve
sons,
all from Michigan.
in the world. . . that is if there are very
after there isn't enough money.
Honorary pallbearers were: Lexington, and Mike Farmer, there's still no response
slow moving streams. .. gentle banks..
proceedings
court
days,
'James Suiter of Murray, Paducah:- six sister, Miss 10
. nice,smooth roads. . "
Baker suggested that the
Of Mary Head, Miami,Fla,,,Mrs. may be inliiated, he said.
. Ramsey .
William
office
marshal's
fire
alert
a
them
nobly
just
Davison,
you
"Do
DEFENSE OVERRUNS
Mae
Baltimore, Maryland. Duane Beulah
burned community when it notifies
"The defense department nes exgets
nobody
Norma
hope
Mrs.
and
Ill.,
Metropolis,
Houston,
of
Gibson
and Darn!
Walter the local school board that the
perienced overruns (over contract
Texas, Archie Webb and Bill Wuster, Mrs. Eloise Ablett, _up?" asked Sen.
school, is being cited for
on 147 projects costing $73costs)
-Glasgow.
Arnold,
R
Frances
Baker,
Mrs.
and
Indiana,
Evansville,
Rich of
deficiencies_
-. from 1954 to 1974, Congress
.
billion.
counsel
general
Mrs.
-Nal,
and
John
Ind.,
Indianapolis,
Ray and Larry Suiter, Ronald
"If people in local areas
office,
has been forced to cancel 85 defense
marshal's
Louis,
fire
the
St.
-for'
Woodall,
Mildred
Williams
Merlin
and
Ramsey
know dangers exist, they're project.t .at a-. value of ;11-billion
Mo..; three brothers,Ilayden_ _said,die.basic problem is the
of Michigan.
much more likely to do somebecause—they were either poorly
to
authority
of
Place of interment was at Head and Grover Head, Jr., inspector's lack
thing about .it than if there's managed or experienced large cost
a
closing
by
law
Head,
the
enforce
Vernon
and
!Salem,
Memorial
Parkview
just an-exchange of letters be- overruns," Proxmire told the audience.
facility.
Livonia, tlichart, Ind.
of
Cemetery
tween school superintendents
adminisproposed
a
said
-He
The funeral will be held'
Michigan.
and officials in Frankfort,"
the
give
would
bill
Friday at one p.m. -at the tration
Baker said.
that
office
marshal's
fire
state
Funeral
Roth
chapel of the
He suggested that the fire
authority.
Home, Paducah, with the Rev.
marshal's office send copies of
estinot
could
he
said
Estep
officiativg.
Rudolph
Mlle
the notification to the local
Burial will follow m the, mate what it would cost to
WOodlawri Meindriar Gardiiris- -bring schools into comptiancek- Pres&

se

Funeral Is Friday

Proxmire...

noted that Needllne is a community
information screening and referral
Service which focuses its efforts
towards_ megiinA human needs and
problems, and is not an agency whose
purpose it is to provide direct services.
Mrs. Ward and the board of directors
composed of twenty persons of the
community said it is an agency which
attemrlts to link the client to -other
community resources that might prove
useful in meeting individual needs.
The Needline has an office at 203
South Fifth Street, Murray, with the
telephone number 753-6333 for persons
to come for a visit or call. When Mrs.
Ward is not in the office, the telephone
is connected to the toll free crisis line in
Paducah. The office is open on Monday,
Tuesday, and Thursday of each week
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

(Continued From Page 1)

"Some of the wee-Pons sYsteins- the
military is buying are very hard to
justify. Nuclear aircraft* carriers now
cost about $3-billion apiece. The life
cycle, a 30 year cost, is over ;15-billion.
And,that's without aircraft and support
ships. The difficulty in all this,"
Proxmire said, "is that ttie aircraft
carrier is a very vulnerable weapons
system."
Striking an aircraft carrier, Proxmire related one senator said, is as
easy as hitting a bull in the rear witha
bow fiddle.
;NC can--be. stronger by" just
spending more money," he said, "we
can tie' stronger by spending money
wisely."

-- "The idlifshal 'Plan (arrElfropeart'
recovery plan after World War II) was
a great success. The plan cost about
;13-billion. Now even allowing fully for
inflation, we spend 10 times as much for
our citizes now as we spent for the
whole Marshal Plan," Proxmire said.
Results of federal dollars'poured into*
the nation's cities has been mediocre,.
he mentioned.
"When people spend their own money
they're careful about it. We realize that
we're spending the money of the futurethat we'll have to make sacrifices. But,
when we spend the taxpayers' dollars,
especially if it is in Washington,
somehow.it really isn't that difficult,
Proxmire said.

James McKendree

Dies With Funeral

Thursday Morning
James. 1Jim McKendree
died- Monday atl30 p. in.
his home, Oaks Road,
Paducah Route Three. He was
67 years of age.
Mr. McKendree was retired
from the Marine Ways and
-v/Xs__a.„- i:isiember of • the
SotitliLulli 131-ptist Tempre
Paducah.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Avis Inez McKendree,
Paducah Route Three; one
daughter, Mrs. Nanette Wood,
Lawrenceburg, Ind.; two
brothers, Kelza McKendree,
Wayne
and
Paducah,
McKendree, KeVil; three
grandchildren; one great
grandchild.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at eleven a. m. at
the chapel of the Lindsey
Funeral Home, Paducah, with
the Rev. Harold Council and
Bro. 0. D. McKendree officiating.
Pallbearers will be ushers
from the Southland Baptist
Temple and interment will
follow in the Everetts
Cemetery in Marshall County.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

there.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after twelve
noon on Thursday. _ •

Southwest To
Hold.-Events

Use Of Maps Has
Changed In Years

Modern-day mountain men
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP)
When Leickk_:And- Clark-- as womenjoining the rush to
Homecoming events Will be trekked up the Missouri River
ould&irs are More forheld at the Southwest and down the Columbia River tunate — thanks to maps
Calloway Elementary School to the Pacific Ocean in the produced by the U.S.
on Friday, Feb. 17, according early 19th Century, all they Geologica Survey. to Roy Cothran, school had had to guide them was the
The green-and-white topoprincipal, who, along with the knowledge of their Indian graphic maps can be seen
teachers, staff, and students, guides.
sprouting from backpacks,
invite all former students,
pockets, saddlebags or whatfaculty, freinds to attend the
ever as travelers take on the
special occasion.
more remote parts of the naHighlight of the evening will
tion.
be the crowning of the
Map-using has even become
Basketball King and Queen
competitive sport with a
a
will
Temple
The Calvary
between the first game betpastime called orienteering.
Ghost
Holy
a
Seminar
hold
ween Southwest and North to
At orienteering meets, comstarting Friday, Feb. 17, and
start at six p.m. and the
petitors use a map and comSunday,
continuing
through
second game. Candidates for
Feb. 20, with the Rev. William pass to hike, climb, run or
the king are Dan Key, son of
scramble from one check
D. Cox as the speaker.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Key, and
point to another across remote
begin
will
each
Services
Brad Miller, son of Mr. and
country.'The winner is the
the
with
evening
7:30
exat
Mrs. Ferrell Miller; and for
ception of Sunday when the first person to complete the
queen are Lisa Dick, daughter
service will begin at 6:30 p. m. course correctly.
of Mrs. and Mrs. Stanley Dick,
The names and jargon of the
The church is located apand Nina Harrell, daughter of
business are a bit
mapping
mile
south of
proximately one
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Harrell.
overwhelming at first, but
Murray on U.S. Highway 641.
The church pastor, the Rev. once you get by the mumbodeclination,
of
Stoney Raspberry Now
J. Marland Harris, said the jumbo
Rev. Cox has spent the last 25: projections, scales and
years in pastoral ministry and quadrangles, using the maps
At Paduc,ah Hospital
in touch with today's is easy. And there's a wealth
Stoney Raspberry is now a generation and well aware of of material available on how
patient at Room 346, Western the complications of today's to use them.
You can get a guide to deciBaptist Hospital, Paducah, growing church.
pher
all the lines and
he
where
underwent
spinal
questions
said
Harris
Rev.
Ken
of
Albert Barber,father
Barber of Murray, died surgery and is now un- in regard to prophecy as it squiggles .free for the asking
from the geological survey.
Tuesday at 10:30 p. m. at the dergoing special therapy. His applies to today's church will
The guide, printed on heavy
wife,
is
Robbie,
deceased.
seminar
the
at
discussed
be
Baptist Hospital, Louisville.
Persons
may
make and invites the public to at- paper, also has scales to
He was 81 years of age.
to help with his tend.
estimate distance on the
Mr. Barber had retired from donations
hospital expenses with the
Music will be furnished by various sizes of maps.
the Standard Oil Company. He
Lewis and Clark were rewas a member of a Baptist tellers at both the Bank of the Calvary Temple choir with
stricted to scribbling their obMurray and the Peoples Bank, Mrs. Linda Stalls as director.
Church and of a.Masonic
a family spokesman said.
servations in notebooks and
Lodge in Louisville.
trying to construct free-hand
Survivors include his wife,
maps. But modern mappers
960
Barber,
:,.:s. Mary
use stereo photographs made
astern Parkway, Louisville;
from high-flying airplanes to
one son, Ken Barer and wife,
Prices of stocks of local interest at
determine the landforms.
Joyce, 719 Elm Street, noon tJday furnished to the Ledger &
Topography is the science of
Times by I. M Simon Co. of Murray are
Murray; four grandchildren, as
foilows
a map so the bumps,
drawing
Keith Barber,serving with the Industrial Av
-3 21
grooves, gouges and other feaU. S. Army in Okinawa, Tim, Airco
40% -At
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by drawing lines conplished
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General
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m.
p.
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eight
%
13%
mand, previously served at the hill, the closer together are
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
the lines. At a vertical cliff,
Dyess AFB, Tex. ,
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger
Times by First of Michigan. Corp., of
several lines would join into
The
1969
lieutenant,
'a
Murray,are as follows•
graduate of Elgin (Ill.) High one. Widely spaced lines inFederal State Market News Service
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Money beck direct from RCA
One of our greatest sales ever—designed to introduce
you to RCA's most energy-efficient color TV's ever. Just buy
one of the qualifying models, fill out the money-back coupon and
send It to RCA with your sates receipt. You'll get a check direct from RCA.

Calvary Temple
Plans Seminar

LIMITED TIME ONLY!

471.

Reg. price

Albert Barber Dies

Money back
from RCA

Tuesday; Father

4 41
9

YOUR
COST

rimimmuk
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Of Ken Barber

Stock Market
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XL-100—better-than-ever performance,
better-than-ever value. /
Save energy with RCA's
100% solid state
XtendedLife chassis

• Automatic Color Control keeps
colors -consistent - program to
program channel to channel
• Automatic Fleshtone Correction
g,ves you natural background c
de
and natural fleshtones side b

Local Man Is
Serving Now
In Germany

• RCA Super AccuColor black matrix
picture tube delivers sparkling bright
dramatically detailed pictures
• Automatic Fine Tuning pinpoints
and holds the correct broadcast
signal on each channel

RCA

XL-100
19"

,
Uses only
about the same
amount of energy
as a 100-watt light bulb. And
it's designed to outperform
and outlast any previous
RCA color TV chassis.

14445

RCA XL-100 with
tronic tuning

RCA XL-100 with
automatic fine tuning

Reg price

'4311"

Reg price
Money back
orn RCA
tr,

,2e.

Money back
from RCA

kIloneback
from RCA
YOUR
COST

YOUR
COST
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Series Of Six Art Workshops For Students
urrgy a e
re e
April land 8.
All classes will meet in the
—Painting in acrylic media and Suan Sherrard will be the
No classes are scheduled fedlities of the Department of on canvas and board surfaces, instructors.
and
—Jewelr.y
March 11 or 18 during the Art in the Price Doyle Fine with Susan Riley as the inmetalsrnithing, a workshop in
spring vacation break at Arts Center. Workshops to be structor.
Murray State.
offered include:
—Fabric and design, in- basic metal forming and
Classes will feature in—Drawing, which includes cluding batik, tye-dye, and joining techniques, as well as
dividualized instruction, with exercises in contour and other
marking the copper enameling process.
fabric
a ratio of about four students gesture
using processes. Decorative table Finished forms will include
methods
for each instructor, by junior graphite, charcoal. and runners, place mats, and T- small jewelry items such as
bracelets an pendants.
and senior art majors with marker media. Emphasis on shirts are a few of the possible rings,
will be John T. Lee
Instructors
extensive studio experience, on improving skill and end-products. The instructor
and Michael Sanders.
Hendy.
Ann
be
will
George
compostion.
Stickler.
to
according
for materials
He explained that courar--- Richardson vrill - -be—thritt-7--_:-,-Iintrnaking work with,a---A-lee....of 110
Variety of image transfer and related costs will be
content will emphasize structor.
in
—Ceramics, featuring methods, including found collected from each student
technical and compositional
the workshops.
mastery intended to provide handbuilt and wheel-thrown object prints, as well as the
For rupre information or to
the student with art interests clay exercises for quick-fire_ more traditional woodcut,
a child,'parents
register
Jack etching, lithography, and
processing.
an opportunity to develop raku
Jim Stickler in the
call
should
._.
4
processes
serigraphy
be
-inGoodwin
will
the
to
more' fully the ablility
CLINTON, Ky.(AP) — Two create visual expressions..
of Art at 762-3787DePartnuot
multiple art. Cheryl Sullivan.
•
elementary _schwa in Hickman County have leen shut
because of the school system's
inaability to comply with
orders by the state fire
marshal's office.
Superintendent John Floyd
said the state is requiring a
"general overhaul" of the
Section B — Page One
Columbus and Fulgham
Wednesday,
elementary schools, with a
completion deadline of April 1.

A series of six art workshops
for students in grades five
through nine will be conducted
on Saturdays mornings
beginning Feb. 18.
James W.Stickler, assistant
professor of art and director of
the workshop, said classes in
drawing, ceramics, painting,
textiles design, printmaking,
jewelry forming will meet
18 and 25, March 4 and 25, and

BLIND CORNERS IN CITY — Murray City Planner Stephen Zea checks the
list of blind corners at various places in the city of Murray with members of
the Theta Department of the Murray Woman's Club who are, left to right,
Maxine Scott, Oneida Boyd, and Eva Kale. This list was compiled by members of the Theta Departrnienttweryearrago and presented to the Murray
City Council at one of their meetings. Since that time Zea said over 80 percent of the blind corners have been corrected by the property owners
themselves or by the Murray Street Department. The Theta group is continuing with this project each year in an effort to prevent traffic accidents
and for the beautification of the city. Zea and members of the Theta
Department expressed appreciation to the property owners for their help
in clearing these blind spots in various places of the city and to the street
department and council for their continuing to keep the list before them to
dear more of these traffic hazards.

Fire Marshal
Orders Schools
Shut Down

Wierray 'Ledger.& Times
Febru*ry15,1-iiii

Victims Compensation Board
Awards Money In Some 76 Cases
The state's Crime Victims costs and other necessary maximum of $15,000.
The courts or Parole Board
Compensation Board has expenses(such as funeral), or
awarded a total of $172,499.13 two continous weeks of lost can require the person convicted of a crime to repay the
since the board began taking earnings or lost support.
for any grant the state
state
in
—The
victim
lives
according
claims in June 1976,
to Cattie Lou Miller, executive Kentucky and is not related to makes to the victim of his or
her crime.
the criminal.
_
director of the board_
Ms: Miller stressed that
—The victim did not
The amount was awarded in
76 cases involving crimes provoke the crime and - claims must be filed within 90
ranging from murder to rape cooperates with law officers4days of the crime. When the
—The loss cannot be' program first started the
and mugging.
The board was created to recovered from other sources, board claimants a one-year
help Kentuckians who are such as health insurance, and "grace"'period because of the
—The loss will cause serious newness of the program.
innocent, needy victims of
However, the filing period is
violent crime. A five-member financial hardship.
now extended only if the
-The
law
requires
that
each
board appointed by Gov.
Julian Carroll administera.the "claim be investigated before it victim was physically unable
Is approved or .denied, ex- to file withing 90 days, Ms.
funds.
Ms.Miller said Oita0:235....*ined Ms. Miller. She addett_ Miller said,
Further information can be
requests for assistance have that the board cannot make
been filed in the year and a grants for property damage or 'obtained by writing Crime
half the,program has been in loss and grants cannot exceed„. Vtins Compensation Board,,
existence. Of the number, 113 the victims actual loss or a 113 E. 3rd St., Frankfort, Ky.
40601. or calling 502-564-2290.
were denied. The remaining
in
76
the
besides
claims which awards were made are in review process or being
held in -abeyance—pending
. Comprosecution
monwealth's ar' county attorneys, she said.
Awards can be made to a
crime victim if:
Frankfort, Kentucky public them that they could be
—The victim was killed or
phy,zlcally injured in Ken- assistance recipients received eligible for up to $500 in cash
a message early this month or tax credit from the Federal
icy.
—The victim's loss involved from the state Department for government.
By federal law, many
more than $100 in medical Human Resources, reminding
persons who had earnings but
made less than $8,000 during
1977 and who cared for one or
more children under the age of
18 could be entitled to an
earned income credit (EIC)
when they file tax returns for
1977. Public assistance
recipients in the category may
qualify for EIC, regardless of
how much money they
received through Aid to
Families with Dependent
Children or the food stamp
program.
According to Gail Huecker,
the state's commissioner for
social insurance, public
assistance payments are not
counted when determing
whether total income is under $8,000. 'The earned income credit is based only on
wages, salary, tips or money
selffrom
earned
employment," she said "Only
those who file a tax return are
eligible for this special earned
income payment."

abrics
Big spools of polyester thread
in various colors.

Public Assistance Recipients
Can Get Federal Tax Credits

Captain D's,
Monday-Friday

60"--WIDE
100% POLYESTER

HEAT TRANSFER
PRINTS

SEWING NOtiONS

5

, 0
FOR 110
Values to 65C
Heat transfer prints on 100°0 polyester interlock double knits in bright
Spring colors. Full bolts, first quality.

items. including pins, needles,
Forty
snaps, safety pins, hooks and'eyes, etc. ,

Special
Fish&

ChipsII

Southern Style
Hush Puppies

Special
Value

$ir

atcaptain D's
12th & Olive
753-9383

To a welfare family,
Huecker said, EIC could mean
extra cash in addition to any
federal tair return for which it
may be entitled, or it could
mean a reduction in the
amount of tax owed.
Huecker emphasized that
money received through EIC
will not be considered income
and will not cause a reduction
in public assistance cash
payment of food stamps
allowances.
More information on EIC is
available in the federal Income tax instructions, which
can be obtained free of charge
by requesting Publication 596
and form 1040 A from Internal
Revenue Service, Box 1735,
Louisville, Ky. 40201. Information also is availbable
by phone. In Louisville, the
number is 584-1361; in
Lexington, 255-2333; in the
Cincinnati drilling area, 6216281. Person living elsewhere
in the state May call 800-2926570 toll free.

LACE,
TRIM AND BRAID

INSTANT

New styles ana
colors. 1/2" to 3"
wide.
Values to 980 yd.

FASHION WEAR

NYLON & METAL

ZIPPERS
Quality zipperS by
7" to
Famous
22" long.
Values to 98C
each

Super
Savings
at
Big K!

SCISSOR
COLLECTION

1-lave a permanently
pleated skirt in just
minutes-just sew up
the back seam'

11 •.

ir
Values to 2.98 each

Sensational savings on 7" bent trimmers,
7" straight trimmers, 6" all-purpose trimmers and 8" dressmaker shears.

7S3-8777

EASY

STEP

I A

•
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DISCOUNT DIU CENTERS,

VITAMINS
PLUS IRON

- FOAMY

SHAVE CREA

ViCKS
cough
syrup

60's
REG.$3.36

11 OZ.
REG.$1.69
*REGULAR
*LEMON/LIME
1B' OFF

FREE SERVICES OF

MONSTER

GILLETTE

7c

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

Pau.* onfooks
!wows
oft commie"

SAY-RITE

COUGH SYRUP

DISCOUNT PHARMACY
1. FAMILY PRESCRIPTION
RECORDS.
2. TAX RECORDS.
3. ITEMIZED INSURANCE
' RECEIPTS AND STATE- /

3 OZ.

REG.$1.59

LISTERINE

$196

VICKS

96C

14 OZ.
REG.$1,59
12' OFF

SAY-RITE'S

FASTEETH

LOW PRICE

VICKS

77c

DAY CARE

2 02. REG.$1.49

96c

58c

12° OFF

_PLACED REFILL
PRESCRIPTIONS.
MIMIC ASSISTANCE
2PRESCRIPTIONS. ,

801.

AIM TOOTHPASTE
4.5 OZ. REG.$1.20

DENTURE ADHESIVE POWDER

:MERL
LORATIRINIF MIS-

•VO
,
••

LPROMPT,COURTEOUS,

PERSONAL SERVICE.
...BECAUSE WE CARE.

I

HAIR SPRAY
REG.
8 OZ.
$2.77

First
PEPSODENT TOOTHPASTE

•REINILAR
011113CENTED
AMID NOLO

in-

uality

30.
6.5 OZ. REG. $1.51
OFF
71
SAT-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

al

LOW PRICE

SAVE
74.

SAVE

WE GUARANTEE OUR
PHARMACY PRICES
TO BE THE LOWEST
IN TOWN!

DRISTANI ;
NASAL MIST

HAY FRYER
COLDS
SINUS CONORSToOks

LOVING CARE HAIR COLOR
20Z.
LOW PRICE
REG.
$144:
$2.53

DRISTAN TABLETS
DRISTAN
NASAL MIST

DRISTAN
LONG USTING
NASAL MIST

30 cc. REG. $2.85

15 cc. REG.$149

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

SAY-RITS
LOW PRICE

$188

****

24's REG.$1.89

SAY-RITE'S 94c
LOW PRICE
50's REG.$3.49

$
128

**** * *

BRING YOUR COLOR FILM
TO SAY-RITE!
NOT ONLY DO WE NAVE THE LOWEST PRICES IN
THIS AREA ON FILM PROCESSING, 1111111ORE
IMPORTANT...SAV-RITE ALSO SINES TN
PRINTS OF EACH NEGATIVE.

• SHORT & SASSY

SHORT & SASSY

SHAMPOO

CONDITIONER

101.
REG. $1.99

7 OZ. REG. $1.99

DRISTAN CAPSULES
6's REG.$1.30

SAY-RITE'S $20
LOW PRICE

$1 28

20' OFF

BRACH'S

CHOCOLATE

DELICIOUS

COVERED
CHERRIES
12 OZ.
BOX

FREE!

REG. $1.29
OFFER GOOD ON
THESE SIZES ONLY
PROCESSING
Kodak _gad

C110-12
C110-20
C128-17
C128-20

*REGULAR
•EXTRA BOOT
*EXTRA CONDITIONER

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

IN OTHER WORDS, ONE SET OF PRINTS

COLOR

DESITIN

SKIN CARE LOTION
10 OZ.
*REGULAR
\elan FRESH
NEG.$1.76

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

SAY-RITE'S

LOW PRICE

49.

*I

-zor,7zdrovorw.
ZZ/7

WZ/Z/Z/Z

*W

V 11

N*x

1111111111111111

\\\\‘‘

•

NORTNSIDE
6-10 Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sunday

INNERI
PUDDINGS
NAPKINS
BREAD

.KRAFT MACARONII CAUSE 71/4 OL"11
JELLO INSTANT

OSCAR
ii:iNcul7weiger
SLICED

PORK LIVER

REVRTA
il tANGE JUICE

BCHILI STICKS.

S$S1I MATER RED.OR

-

LIT

89'

ASST.
GRINDS

REEF

LB. CAN

WMISItN
ANIMNAL MOUSE •
EICLOSIN MUSS An SANT!SNOWS

FACIAL TISSUE ...IGA
TUNA
PEACHES
TIDE
CORN
CORN MEAL
BFAN
VANO
F
KIDNEY
PEPSI
COLA

20"T BOX

ROYAL GUEST 2'12 SIZE Ci

LAUNDRY DETERGENT GIANT

$100
For
3
RED GRAPES
CUCUMBERS
POTATOES
PEARS

39C
FRESH LB.

GOLDEN CREAM OR WNOLE KERNEL

Jill ADAMS COUPON-JIM ADAMS COUPON-JIM ADAMS COUPON-JIM ADAMS COUPON-JIM ADAMS COUPON-JIM

WHITE

PILLSBURY
PLUS CAKE MIX

:
:
101 AIGNNT RED

jfl4fl ONE COUPON

Coupon Expires 2-21-78

ADAMS COVPON-JIM ADAMS COUPON-JIM AD.

-

ONLY wrni TRIS COUPON
LIMIT ONE COUPON
Coupon Expires 2-21-3

0 P01-JIM ADAMS COUPON-JIM ADAMS COUPON- JIM ADAMS
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Ragtime To Be Featured
At Ken-Lake-State Park
Come on along. . . come on of the ragtime period. Darch feature the Albins and Steve
rnreecirew:iwoniilleanadvear
tegrt
u_
cla
ragtime in the will present a history of KiR
along.
ragtime in words and music the park.
Bluegrass!
..
an
That's right! The Bluegrass Saturday afternoon as well as
opportunity to join in the
State, where the five-string perform in both concerts.
Saturclu„ morning, Gene activities in a sing-a-long
banjo and the mountain
dulcimer prevail, is going to Jones, an actor and Saturday afternoon; then may
change its tune Friday and songwriter from Georgia, -try their luck at an oldSaturday, February 17 and 18, will present vaudeville acts, fashioned cake walk.
No registration fee will be
_ when Kenlake State Resod comic pieces and songs from
Park and the Kentucky the silent-movie era. Jones has charged 'for this special
_,Western Waterlands sponsor performed professionally on weekend at Kenlake State
. the Kentucky Ragtime stage and screen and in Resort Park,but an admission
television and was most price of $2.00 for adults and
Weekend.
This musical .weekend, co- recently seen nationall in the $1.00 for children will be
hosted by popular Kentucky pOpular TV production, charged for each of the
evening concerts.
folk aritsts Dick and Anne "Roots."
Jack Horner, a concert
For more information on the
Albin, will include concerts on
Sad
instructor
at
pianist
Ragtime Weekend,
Kentucky
Friday and Saturday evenings
at 8:00 ancl workshops and Bethel College in Tennessee contact Steve Rickert at
will be presenting-seine-of,the Kenlake State Resort.Park,
programs all day Satbrday.
- • "Ragtime" Bob Darch, one classic ragtime piano pieces Hardin, Ky. 40248 or dial (502)
of America's leading' ex- both during the concerts and 474-2211. Or call the Kentucky
Department of Parks toll-free
ponents of ragtime music, will workshops.
Along
with
Darch,
Jones
number at 1-800reservations
be featured throughout the
weekend. Darch, from and Horner, the Friday and 372-2961 (within Kentucky) or
(from
Missouri, has appeared in Saturday concerts and 1,806-626-2911
many 'national •ragtime Saturday workshops will surrounding states).
_festivals, on educational and
commercial television and has
-- toured-the Country playingthe
music and sharing the humor
-.to..

r

State PSC Can't Regulate

FRANKFORT,44y. AP) — sure it's done honestly."
• The Public Service ComMooney explained that most
mission has no present long-term coal contracts
Dr. James W. Willis, an authority to regulate the fuel_.
between utilities and coal
associate professor in the adjustment clause by Which
include a price
operators
Department of Professional utilities pass on increased fuel.
escalation
clause
to handle
Studies at Murray State costs to consumers, says PSC
price
fluctuations
on
the spot
Arniversity,- has been- ap - Executive - Director- Eugene
coat-market.
pointed to the editorial board Mooney,
"We can't audit the coal
of a new educational research
"It is an automatic rate companies," Mooney added.
magazine in Arkansas.
adjustment arrangement,"Entitled The. Arkansas Mooney thiti a- joint He said the fuel adjustment
Journal of Educational Appropriations and Revenue clause has been in effect since
Research, the magazine will budget review hearing on the the mid-1950s for industrial
customers but was not applied
Rublisti its first issue this Public Protection Cabinet.
spring.- It is a publieStion of ‘- }1-c(Wever, Mooney said .on residential bills until after
the Arkansas School Study Sopday that the psc has the 1974 Arab Oil
"What are the utilities doing
_. Council, an. organizatidn of - proposed that the fuel adto educate the public to keep
- professors of
"
justment clauses used by the
turmoil?" asked
-and- selected sèbool inner- silt 'major privately owned • down
Rep,
Craddock, -IXtindents in Arkansas..
utilities in Kentucky be,
Willis, a former secretary- standardized and that the 'Elizabethtown. "They think
the utilities are not playing
treasurer of the council, comthission
the square with the fuel adhave
joined the faculty at Murray authority
disallow justment clause."
to
State in the fall of 1977.
"unreasonable fuel charges."
, The fuel adjustment clause
As an- editorial board
This is a very sencitive
member, he will review and issue with most of our is an issue down below the
help select articles for constituents," said Rep. Joe surface of society that is
publication and give guidance Clarke, D-Danville, chairman cruising around and will
to the direction the magazine of the committee. "People someday explode," Mooney
answered. "We are trying to
.
,
have.now gotten their January
In addition to his college bills and they are seeing develop standards and.set up_a_
regulatory process with
teaching experience, Willis nothing but an increase."
review
that
includes
has served as a teacher and
"Neither the fuel ad- monitoring and auditing fuel
principal at the high school justment clause nor the PSGlevel, as a school superin- will keep fuel charges from purchases," he added.
•
tendent, and as a junior rising," Mooney said, "but "Fm not sure what public
college dean.
education
can
accomplish,
you can look to us to make
because the fuel adjustment
clause is literally so
complicated it's hard for my
people to understand it,"
Mooney continued.
"We're trying to reestablish our regulatory
credibility — so even though
consumers may not like (fuel
adjustment charges) they will
1
BIG 1%
see it is honest."
On an unrelated matter,
Mooney declined to come out
flatly in favor of or against a
proposal to make PSC
members fulltime.
The five-member panel
BIG
97
-Wit=19121E5E1
presently is composed of parttime members.

Of Magazine

PHOTO BONUS
COUPONS

OFF w""'"
50c
On Any 20 Exposure COLOR
ROLL

DI VFLOPED I PRINTED
LI

OVE ROLL PER OLAUPON
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1
1
bvc

5x7COLOR,:ca';;"
Enlargement

A MEMBER OF THE FAMILY — An Albino deer, thotight In be-about 3 years old,
grazes with a herd of cows near Jonesboro, Ga.The deer was raised with the cows and
nursed by one of them.

QUANTITY
RIGHTS
RESERVED

Calloway County District continued until Feb.27.
Court met Monday and
C,onunonwealth vs. Elmer
handled a- number ef--easear Dillon,third degree-burglary,According to the court amended
to
criminal
calendar, proceedings coming trenPannina4Pleaded guilty to
out of that court session in- an amended charge of
cluded:
criminal trespassing, senCommonwealth vs.. Robert tenced to a six month jail term
Brelsford, theft by deception, with probation.
bond set a $600, to reappear.
Commonwealth vs. Harry
Feb.27.
Walker, Theft by unlawful
Corinnt!'340,v5.
want=
-en,
Johnson, third degree iiiimuutt, -taking,
$100 cash bond continued until dangernient, driving while
intoxicated, speeding, no
Feb. 20.
• ;
Commonwealth yd.-William operatiors Wenn, reckless
Vance, theft by deception, driving, fined $332.50 and 30
amended to theft by deception days in jail.
of less than $100, Pleaded
Commonwealth vs. Gary
guilty was fined $10 plus $34.50 Page, harasiment, continued
courtcostti pins restitution.
.until Feb.20:
• - -Commonwealth vs. Glen
Commonwealth vs. Robert
posAssion of a :Brelsford, conversion of
Schedule II non-narcotic property Oirer 1100, to reapQualude for purpose of resale, pear Feb.27.

TRULY GREAT VALUES

COUPON DAYS
BEGLEY'S
DRUG STORE,S

ALL 200

E._

CANDY
BARS

11=11111

PUFFS TISSUES
VICKS SINEX

BOX OF 200 WHITE
OR PASTELS

SWEETINE
LOW
CALORIE
SWEETENER

63'
ST. JOSEPH ASPIRIN
FOR CHILDREN

BEGLEY'S

REDUCES FEVER FAST

TEFLON IRONING BOARD

PAD & COVER SET

PURE ORANGE
FLAVOR
SAFETY LOCK
CAP

,
BUTANE
DISPOSABLE
'LIGHTER

BOOK
MATCHES
BOX OF 50
BOOKS

DATRIL
TABLETS
NON-ASPIRIN
PAIN
RELIEVER

Mooney said increased
federal regulations of the
electric and natural gas industries will cause the PSC's
to grow
"work load
astronomically over the next
five years."
• "Most of the federal
regulatory burden is going to
fall on the states," Mooney
said. "I don't know if that
points to.fulltime membership
for some (commissioners) or
for all or what."

oit

CALOR NEGATIVE
.1%14 I ROM ANY SUM
.
/ 1/ I 3 E %LA R61.11% 71 PER COUPOV

132=3INSEI
i7b1V-

BIGi

0
39
1.
prom-smog _ w b
153

Shdc tiMovic t
21) I Xl'OSUItt. SLIMS

BRACH'S
CHOCOLATE
COVERED

ND 34 I.XPCMSURE

S.per.
B
Revolat 81‘10..es

MA CLEANS

WA noiCcagyal

TOOTHPASTE

BIG 4C+
=P4Zal2=E9B17:M4ril

177-111e.entEgikiegaggtEESEI
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Bel-Air Shopping Center
9-9 Mon.-Set.
1-6 Sun.

A dv•r ti s•r s
ore
requisistod to check N.*
first insertion Of ads for
correrction
Th is
newspaper will be
responsible for only
ono incorrect rneetilion
ANY ERROR SFIQUCCPTIE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE
Y SO, PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CARTFULLY
AND NOT/FY US PROMPTLY IN CASE OF AN
ERROR. -•

HEAD &
SHOULDERS
SHAMPOO
7 OR. SIZE

Ate'
CHERRIES

PLASTICWARE
ASSORTMENT
PANS,
PAILS,
BASKETS
& MORE
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MSU Simplifies System On Applications
For Financial Assistance To Students
Changes in the system of
applying for student financial
assistance at Murray State
University have simplified the
procedure for students
seeking aid for the 1978-79
school year.
Johnny McDougal, director
of student financial aid at
Murray State, said financial
aid packets are now available
ant
'
. stiickente who wish to
apply for grants, loans,and-or
employment for 1978-79 should
submit applications-not later
than March 15. He explained that several
forms used previously have
been eliminated. Now only one
financial statement for needs
.iiaiysi5 -- the FthasoeaLAtd
Form (FAF) — is retiqir:ed-tn
apply for any or all of several
likoitarns, indlidinethe Basic
Educational Opportunity
Grant(BEOG)program.
Besides the BEOG,the FAF
is also used for the following
programs — Supplemental
Educational
Opportunity
Grant (SEOG), State Student
Incentive Grant (SSIG),
Nursing Schoolarship,
National Direct Student Loan
(NDSL), Nursing Student
Loan, and both University
Student Employment and
Work-Study
Federal
Employment.
In addition to the FAF,
students will also complete the
Murray State University
Student Finanettil Or application as the second step in
the process._
McDougal emphasized Mir
all students in need of aid,
regardless of family inconie
_ and whether they are new
'students, transfers, or
currently enrolled on the
campus, are encouraged to
apply for. financial aid. He
said recent developments
indicate that more assistance
will probably be available to
students from middle income
families for the 1978-79
academic year,
"Since so many factors are
considered in determining
student eligibility," he noted,
"an assumption that a student
would not be eligible should
not be made by parents or
students. Many students from
middle income families are
found to be eligible for
educational assistance."
McDougal said he is optimistic that the new process
is a major step forward in
providing a better coordinated
and more effective approach
to the delivery of student
financial aid services at

Murray State.
Student , financial aid
programs available at Murray
State through the FAF and the
Murray
State
Student
Financial Aid application are:
BEOG
Nonrepayable
grants of $200 to $1,400 to
eligible
undergraduate
students.
SEOG — Nonrepayable
grants to qualified undergraduate Students Who
show exceptional financial
need and who would not be
to obtain the benefit&d.
education with such aid. An
SEOG must be combined with
other programs of financial
assistance.
— SSIG
Nonrepayable
- grants of 8200 to 6300 nyar to
undergraduate Kentucky

residents of exceptional
financial need.
.
— Nursning Scholarship —
Nonrepayable scholarship
awards for nursing students of
exception.a4 financial need.
— NDSL — Repayable
long-term, low interest (three
percent) loans to students
whose family incomes and
total assets place limitations
for
resources
upon
educational perposes. The
loans have some provision for
cancellation of repayment.

cellation of repayment.
— Federal
Work-Study
Employment — On-campus
employment of up to 15 hours
a week for qualified students
with appropriate finiincial
needs, skil1, interests, and
aptitudes.
— University Student
Employment —On-campus
employment of up to 15 hours
a week for students who do not
qualify for the Federal WoickStudy Program.

MULTIPLE DONOR — On February 3, Michae
D'Angelo, Route 7, Murray, received a certificate
recognizing him as the first multiple gallon donor at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Blood Bank
Daisy Mathew, MT (ASCP), drewlit_Lioit of blood and
presented Mr. D'Angelo with his certificate.

•
Michael D'Angelo, Route 7, Bank—
Murray, donated his sixteenth D'Azigele's regular
unit of blood at the Murray- voluntary gifts of blood are
C
t Hos ital made •rimaril to cover his
Volunteer Blood Bank and family's blood needs an a
became MCCH's first two to make blood replacements
gallon blood donor. For his for friends.
-generous donations; D'Angelo
Because of the continuous
received a certifieate of ap- support of dedicated donors in
preciation from the American the community like D'Angelo,
Association of Blood Banks. the Murray-Calloway County
D'Angelo made his first Hospital Blood Bank continues
blood donation at MCCH on to be a successful allMay 13, 1975. His donations volunteer blood bank. Not a
reached a total gallon on single unit of blood has been
September 16, 1976, and he purchased by the hospital
became the aecon4 gallon since the blood bank was
donor at the MCCII Blood established in 1971.

— Nursing Student Loan —
Repayable long-term, low
interest (three percent) loans
to deserving nursing students
to help meet the cost of
education The. loans have
some provision for can-

A four-day boat show at the
The Friday entertainment,
West Kentucky Livestock also at 6:30 p.m., will be
Sllow and Exposition. Center provided by Kentucky Jones,
on the Murray State a country-western group
Universitf. farm could help composed of Andy Coles,
West Kentuckians forget, Darrell Gibson, Clint Leiter
momentarily at least, the and George Taylor all of
culrent severe
winter Calloway County. '
weather.
• Saturday's show hours will
Opening Thursday, Feb. i6,—be from 10 a.m. until 10 p.m.
-11,14 continuing through with entertainment by Wandi
Sunday,Feb. 19, the show will the Magician at 2:30 p.m. and
-feature all kinds'of water craft—by the Smith Brothers,- a- pontoon boats, houseboats, _gospel group, at 6:30 p.m.
cruisers, large and small • Making up the vocal group are
fishing boats and related Lonnie, Charles and Donald
recreational equipment, In Smith, all of the Benton area.
eluding the popular motorized
Wandi, a Bowling Green
- resident, will be remembered
bicycle, the moped.
Happy • in Murray for his part in a
by
• Sponsored
NolicleY travel, Inc., of Murray State- Untversity
Panarama Shores on Ken- Homecoming parade in the
tucky Lake, the show is open 1960's.
to the publie and there will-be - • Blindfolded, he drove the
nicadniitslon Charge. Musical— lead vehicle from the campus
entertainment each day by through
the
downtown
local gospel and roultry- business area without mishap
western groups also is on the' only to become involved in a
minor traffic collision while
program.
The show will be open both. returning the car to its owner
Thursday and Friday, Feb. 16 after the blindfold had been
and 17, from 4 until 10 p.m. removed.
with the Jazz Trio — a group
The show's Sunday hours
made up of Chuck Simons on will be from 1 until 6 p.m..with
drums, Marie Taylor on piano entertainment by The King's
and Doh Story on clarinet — Men, another gospel group,
performing Thursday at 6:30_ scheduled for 2:30 p.m. Three
p.m. Mrs. Teylor and Story brothers from Calloway
are members of the music County make up the group,
faculty at Murray State, while kandy, Gary and Tony McSimons operates a local music
and instrument center in
Murray.

McKeever Piano
Dr. James McKeever, an
assistant professor of music at
Murray State University since
last fall, will present a piano
recital Friday, Feb. 17, in the
Recital Hall Annex of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
McKeever's program will
include works by Bach,
Serie bin and Beethoven's
"Emperor" Concerto.
Professor Thomas Baker will
assist. The program is open to
the public and there is no
charge.

ANY individual dumping refuse in ANY
container (cans or dumpsters) other
than their own, within the city limits
will be liable to a $50.00 fine upon
conviction.
The dumpsters at businesses
throughout the city are purchased by
those businesses for TOM use ONLY.
Murray Samitatiea Department

33-0Z. REALEMON
RECONSTITUTED

Has the old-time'''refreshing flavor of
homemade femonade.

GARDEN SEEDS
FOR
Start
.the best crop ever thiS year-with--ttrese seeds. Boy now for Spritig
•
,

11-oz
Clairol
CIairbV
FROST& T115

shortte'
sassr
SHAMPOO

44
SUSPENSION

- With
eveWhing you
need for frosting, tipping or streaking your
hair.

WORLD'S
FIRST-CHOICE
ANTACID

AZIZA ye
TWO TONE LUSTRE
SHADOWS

250 soft

by PRINCE MATCHABELLI(to
co
alnodr

LADIES

highlight
in a
single stroke'

FASHION
WEDGE

In fashion shades.

ES
COMFORT TIE
00

b.

677

Imitation leather uppers with braided
rope trim; cushioned
Woven
innersole.
rope wedge heel;
genuine plantation
crepe, sole. Teens'
and ladies' sizes to
10.

REG.

5

REG. 6.99
Leather-look uppers; cushioned innersole, tricot
lining. Padded collar, molded sole. Sizes to 10.

Compare
this value!
Diamond
Cluster
Rings

OXFORD

Your choice

Rugged vinyl uppers; steel shank

Gents or i.adies

and oil-resistant
stiles. Sizes 7-11.

$129
MICHELS
-051%
-rg`
ViPJwe(44
IMI-Air Shopping
_ _4.
it uS T It A rIt/N5 fNLARGO TO SHOW OtTAIrS

Soft imitation leather uppers with knit-fit lining. padded collar; thickly Cushioned innersole. Wedgp heel. Sizes to 10.
ALL
DIAMONDS ,
•GUA RANTEED"
IN
WRITING

Imifation leather uppers with
moc toe two-tone diamond trim.
Soft tricot lining; ea§y-walking
low heel. Sizes to 10.

: Bel-Air Shopping Center
level Opperteany Employer

9-9 Mon.-SaL

6" WORK
BOOT. . . . 7.50 V.Z.
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Recipient Of Clara

711411:StAT: 11310-AR 5)

IeArt

6. Help Wanted

7

Grant To Be Announced In pri _
•

- The first award of the.Clara
M. Eagle Art Scholarship at
Murray State University will
be made for the spring
semeiter to a freshman,
sophomore, or junior -art
major.
Recipient of the $200 award
will be Announced at the'
openinglif the annual udent
Art Show in April. The
- deadline for scholarship
- applications is, March X0;
according to Robert Head,
chairman of the Department
of Art.
Beginning in the fall, the

C.4

.

Eagle Scholarship will
made each year to an incoming freshman for a full
academic year. The amount of
the scholarship each year will
be determined by the interest
accrued by the base investment.
Applicants
for
the
schOlarship this sistrtng must
submit a portfolio of not more
than 12 pieces of work, a
-TTrfittTelter discussing
reasons for seeking the
scholarship and art-related
goals and areas of interest, a
transcript, and any additional

Crossword-Puzzler
ACROSS

1 Indefinite
amount
2 Be in debt
1 Watch
3 Having
pocket
whiskers
4 Beasts ot 4 Re
&due
burden
9 Confederate 5 Winter
vehicle
general
6 Weight of
12 Female
India
_ stleeP
_ .7-cotiege- 13 Slumberdegree
14 Doctrine
labbr
15 Atmospheric 8 Scatters
conditions 9 Kind of
17 Leases
fabric
19 Musical
Superlative
iirorrient 10 ending
_
20 Withered 11 Printer's
-21 Diminishes
:-.11.844,telyed-w-,=- measure
,
26 War god
27 Cancels 16 Golf
mounds
Out
18 Sea
28 Roman.
eagles
gods
20 AcCiclq ntally
27Sfaff
overflowed
30 Females 21 Cultivated
31 Metal
(p1)
fastener 22 land
Got up
1
,32,..It'AatooT4„ __.23.Shore
birds
*33 European
34 Masculine
35 Continued
stories
3.7 Journeys „

-.

forth

16 Sicilian
volcano
'39 Unit or
Italian
currency
40 Choral
.composition
42 Altar
semen. --.
45 Silkworm
46 Wipe out
48 Sea eagle
49 Beverage
50 Depressions
51'Per tod of
time
DOWN

data that might assist the - Eagle was awarded a lifetime
membership in the -Kentucky
committee.
A faculty scholarship Art Education Association in
committee will. judge ap- 1974. She is also a life member
-plicants, with its decision to be and charter member of the
confirmed by the depart- Kentucky Guild of Artists and
mental chairman and the dean Craftsmen and was a member
of the College of Creative of the board of directors of
Expression.
that organization when it
A fund to support the- per- --sponsored an_ art.- train That.
petual scholarship program toured Kentucky.for several
honoring
Miss
Eagle, years.
professor enteritus. and---Her work -ia-airt• education,
which included striving for theimprovement of accreditation
standards in public schools,
also involved efforts to improve continuing education
and
adult
education
plug'a .
Shortly before she gave up
the 'chairmanship, she Was
able to get a federal grant to
support a program designed to
encourage and assist art
guilds in the area.
-

AtiskiT to TLIeStiay.S.PLR:AC
AFAR 11 FflT
A -DIp
0 tiE P 0 Lrb A'R'E
A I'
ICE
IA'T
E L
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E
1- A'
A
1.1
.
Ti
fl
A A1 0f'
HOSPITAL NEWS 1
Y
HERE
ROWS'I "
RI
V 7 IONS ID
02-04-78
A A S SLOE
Adults 106
S HODS G_ti ,
Nursery
3
24 Roman
39 For fear
Clara M. Eagle
No Newborn Admissions
oat
Ilicial ,
25
'Eats .
4°110 Encountered retired chairman of the
41 Native
Freed M. Curd, leaf
27 Musical
Department of Art, was begun
metal
instrument
Sycamore,
*Murray, Miss
in
the
fall
of
1976.
The
fund
is
42 Hurried
30 Conceded
43 Angloadministered by the Murray Christi Campbell, Rt. 5,
31 Matched.
Saxon
State University Foundation. Murray, Mrs. Ladean Mc33 Quote
money
, Miss Eagle, who continues Cuiston, Rt. 5, Murray, Miss
34 Female
44 Vessel s
horse
to make her home in Murray, Tanune L. Miller, Rt. 2,
curved
36 Nerve
planking
joined the faculty in 1946 and Murray, Mrs. Joan Wilson,803
networks
47 Note of
_servedss chairman from 1949 So. 16th., Murray, Mrs.
17Conflagrations
to 1971 when stie ielmqiii:shed - Waltraudz- Murphy. .R1, _1,.
the post because of ill health. Almo, Wyons Tucker, 410 N.
--After -two year as -director of 3rd.,.Murray, Mrs. Hontus M.
the gallery named in her Hutson, 715 Poplar,• Murray,
Mrs. Josie Coleman, 140
honor, she retired in 1973.
Under her leadership,_ the Johnson, Murray, Connie L.
Department of Art grew from Adams; Rt. 5, Benton, Mrs.
two to 17 full-time faculty • Elizabeth Dowdy, 104 N. 9th.,
members. She initiated the Murray.
first scholarship fund in the
depaktment, and it has been
ciiTail 'on -by severa -- __Two_Superi- Bowl teams have
gone-through an erit1re4tchafrrorganizations of art students pionship
game withent inthrough .fund-raising projects curring a penalty. The
Miami
and by vending machit* Dilphins did it against the Dalproceeds.
4. a
III
las Cowboys while losing, 24-3,
Recognized for many years in 1972 And Pittsburgh also did..
-as one of the leaders in art U against Dallas in 1976 while
,
.
education in Kentucky Miss winning, 21-17.
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PEANUTS

YOU

RETAIL
STORE
MANAGER
Salary
commensurate with ex-

CONC3RANLATiON5! I
CAN'T BELIEVE 1T!

LET ME SEE WHAT :T
5AY5 ON THE TROPHY.,

©1971 United Feature Syndseate.lac

'WHAT 170 YOU WANT TO WATCH
SEX OR VIOLENCE?"
1. Legal Notice

LEGAL NOTICE

r-

James R. Yocom, Commissionit
Kentucky Department-of Labor

2 Notice

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

ID IPS IMINI Fioahore Synekatt lex

WANT ELDERLY lady to
share my borne. Private
bath, share living room
and kitchen. Call 7530274.

-I'LL GET
A SAW

FOR
WATKINS
Products, Contact
_ Holman Jones,217 South
13th., phone 753-3128.

2 Notice
BIBLE FACTS -- Son,
Sons, Stripes, Healed,
Justified, Faith, Peace,
Patience, Tribulations,
Holy Ghost, Infirmities,
Sicknesses Transgressions, '
Iniquities,
Chastisement, Bruised.
These sixteen words are
very important in the
life of Christians! If you
have not yet learned the
vital importance of
these words to your
spiritual life, call 7530984 for chapter and
verse answers from the
Holy Bible.
WHAT WE do best is
_ care. NEEDIJNE, 7536333.

THEIR
1r rHEN
PLATOONS
THEIR
JOINED
COMPANIES...
IN...

COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.

xottc
4.A." Liadi

MAMA TAUGHT ME 10
DUST EvERvm-liNG
THAT DOESN'T

5 lost And Found
LOST FEMALE blue tick
coon dog, near Hazel.
Call 492-8646.

EARN FJCTRA MONEY.
take orders for Lisa
Jewelry. Call for free
Catalog Sales Kit on toll
free 800-631-1258.
WORLD BOOK - Child
Craft. Sales
representative wanted. Call
Mrs. Copas, .1-898-7377
after 5 p.m. 1.43.

"FIRE PREVENTION AND
BUILDING CODES OFFICER"
1111 PHANTOM
THE BANDITS WENTVAND TWElR
00W44STREAM. WE. . 4R63 Neep
KNOW THAT MUCH.
15 FOR
GUNS. •

f.
ONLY ONE PLACE Of.),THis V.IF HES SOBER. BUT NOT
RIVER FOR GUNS.TRADER
AGAINST KILLERS LIKE
34ft.', !_f±E CAN uSUALLY --1RESE 'THREE! 00, Nelle0!
f
•...

i
;
1

a

10 Business Opportunity
LOANS AVAILABLE for
existing business, new
business start ups, first
and second mortgage
signature loan,
up to $25,000, farm loans
some 61
/
2 per cent loans.
All projects considered
1-502-885-1795
Call
between 3 and 11 p. m.,7
days a week.
14. Want To Buy
CASH PAID for old gold,
- gold • rings,- old eye
glasses and dental gold.
Call 758-1613 after 6
o'clock.
WANT TO BUY youth bed,imbst be lri 'good'
condition. Call 767-4252.
WANT TO BUY crib must
--be in sturdy-condition.
7e7-4383
WANT TO BUY John
Deere lawn blower. 10,
12 or 14 horse. Call -4354429.

GOOD USED MOBILE
homes. Call 1-527-8322.
15 Articles For Sale
FIREWOOD FOR sale.
Call 437-4756.
WOOD FOR SALE, will
deliver. Call 437-4617.
FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
Quick delivery, $15.00
and up. All Hickory
available. Call 759-1701.
REFRIGERATOR G.E.,
electric stove. Wurlitzer
organ with Leslie
speakers.
Remington
chain saw. Call 753-4865.

ELECTRIC HEATER,
4,000 watt four stack
Matthews, $34.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.

6. Help Wanted
HEY
'
WHAT'S
GOING
ON

ADDRESSERS WAN'.'TED Immediately!
Work at home - no experience necessary
excellent pay. Write
American Service, 8350
Park Lane, Suite 269,
Dallas, TX 75731.

IT'S TERRIFIC the way
wx.:re selling Blue
Lustre to clean rugs and
upholstery.
Rent
shampooer. Western
Auto, home of "Wishing
.Vell Gift Shop."

BELTONE FACTORY
fresh batteries. Wallis
Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.

BEETLE BAILEY
AS I
UN PERSIA N P
17, TWO GUYS
STARTED A
SNOWBALL
FIGHT

•

Pursuant to the provisions of Kentucky Revised
Statute 337.522, I,or my authorized agent, will on
March 2, 1978, commencing on or about 10:00
A.M. (CST), In the Kentucky Department oi
Labor Conference Room, Roblyn Building,657-A
Lone Oak Road, Paducah; Kentucky, hold Sr
hearing to consider a revision of the prevailing
wage rates for laborers, workmen and
mechanics engaged in construction of public
-works projects in a locality-consisting of the
following counties: BALLARD, CALDWELL,
CALLOWAY, CARLISLE‘ CHRISTIAN, CRITTENDEN, FULTON,.GRAVES, HICKMAN,
LIVINGSTON, LYON, MARSHALL,
TRICKEN tmd TRIGG. This locality shall he
referred to as Locality AL Evidence relating to
-wages-paid isi-BUILDING,HEAVY, HIGHWAY'
and RESIDENTIAL construction projects will
be accepted at this hearing. At this time, evidence relating to fringe benefits provided through
-irrevocable agreements-between employers and
employees shall be considered in establishing a
prevailing rate of wages. All interested persons
desiring to present evidence or offer testimony
on this date are invited to_attend the hearing.

All display ads,
classified displays
and regular display,
must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day
before publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the day before
publication.

ROW ABOUT THA7
'MOST ,‘‘PROVED BIRD"

15 Articles For Sale
8' POOL TABLE. Just
lik.P _Dew Call _753-45M
between 8:30- and
_5..
fOlt SALc

55 Gallon
Drums

perience. Monthly
soles bonus and
benefits. Call for
appointment
7591636 between 9:30
and 5:30 p.m.
COOK AND CAR HOPSApply in person Sonic
Drive lp,_
PERSON INTERESTED
IN
management
position. Major corporation expanding in
Western Kentucky. Call
for appointment only,
753-3763.

The City of Murray is accepting applications for
the position of "Fire PFevention and Building Codes
Officer." Position requires knowledge of N.F.P.A.
Standards and Codes, National Building Code, Life
Safety Code, City Ordinances and other applicable
codes or regulations. Ability to conduct commercial
building fire inspections, review building plans and
enforce all codes and orinances. Associate Degree
in Fire Science and two years experience or
equivalent preferred. SALARY: COMPETITIVE.
Send resume to Chief Jackie Cooper 5th & Poplar
Street, City Hall Building, Murray, Kentucky 42071
by March 1,1978.
AN EQUMADVPORTUNTTV EMPLOYER,FUNCTIONING UNDER AN AFFIFtlithirPirg ACTION
PLAN.
-

PM

Thornton
Tile
8. Marble
612 So 9th
16 Home Furnishings
LIVING ROOM suite.
used 2 piece dark brown.
For information call 7532267.

gli=111111

NOW
IN
STOCK.
Columbia Minerva,
Orlon acrylic yarns In 4
ply worsted weight,
sports weight, also baby
and fingering weight.
Many pattern books and
leaflets. Over 30 designs
in painted latch hook
canvas. Complete color
line of pre-cut or skein
rug yarn. All types
embroidery
and
needlepoint. Complete
line of accessories for all
Needlearts. 15 per cent
Senior Citizen discount.
Also professional
monogramming done by
Eva. Phone 753-3855.
19 Farm Equipment
FERGUSON tractor
with - all equipment.
Good condition. Call 7538563.

1947

4438 TRACTOR with 20.8
lsoo - hours. Crouse
disc,
18'
hydraulic fold. Cell after
5, 753-4503_
TO 14 Dowt with low
boy in good conditiiiii.
For $10,000. Call 901-235- 2704.
MS
BALDWIT
P
Ili
-PIAN
OSg
Organs, used,pianosLonardo Piano Co.
acrossfrom Post Office,
Paris, Tn.
•
GIBSON LS-A guitar with
case. Two years old,
excellent condition. Call
753-8046.
23. Exterminating

7 FREE

Termite

Inspection
Cistirf
By !PA
A void C•stly N.
111111101

Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
Nome firma sof iiserstesl •••• 70
Ds re sass soy coons, see 1.11
Is Iintsisid
;00 SOLIth 13th St

TH..

Phone 753-3914
hes. Sliver
and Shrubs

26 TV Radio
FOUR YEAR OLD color
Motorola TV, $120.
Excellent shape. Call
753-7765.

NOTICE

ANY individual dumping refuse in ANY
, _container (cans or dumpsters) other
than their own, within the city limits
will be liable to a $50.00 fine upon
conviction.
The dumpsters at businesses
throughout the city are purchased by
those businesses for THEIR use ONLY,
Murray Sanitation Department

NOTICE
The application of Heritage Broadcasting
Company, Inc. for a new standard broadcast
station at Murray, Kentucky, was tendered for
filing with the Federal Communications Commission on June 30, 1876. The application
requests a construction permit for a new Class
II-B standard broadcast station to operate
fulltime on a frequency of 1000 kHz with a power
of 250 watts. The proposed transmitter site will
be located on Poor Farm Road, 0.5 mile west of
.U. S. Hwy. 641, with antenna height of 876 feet
AMSL. The proposed main studio will be located
at 507 North 13th Street in Murray. The officers,
directors and/or 10% stockholders of the applicant are Thomas L Walker, Kenneth C. Imes,
and Bethel Richardson A copy of the application
and related material are on file for public inspection during normal business hours at J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home, 201. S. ,3rd Street,
Murray,Kentucky.

2

19" BLACK AND WHITE
portable T.V. with
stand, excellent running
condition. $100. Call 7539651 after 5

IMPROVE YOUR HERD
with Herefords and
polled Herefords at
Kentucky
Lake
Hereford
Association
February 18th noon at
Murray, Ky. College
Sale pavilion selling 15
bulls, 15 heifers, 10
cows. Contact Jimmy
Ed Hart, Pinson, Tenn.
Phone 901-988-5419.

1974 DOUBLE .WIDE
trailer, 24 x 44, all
electric.
Unfurnished
except for stove and
refrigerator. Call 7537474.
MOBILE HOME spaces
for families. Coach
Fox
and
Estates
Meadows, South 16th,
753-3855.

KOPPERUD REALTY
has five full-time sales
professionals to assist
you in Real Estate
matters. If you have a
question regarding any
phase of real estate
activity, give us-a call at
753-1222, or stop by our
conveniently located
office at 711 Main. We at
Kegggrud, Realty want
to be YOUR Real Estate
' People.

AKC REGISTERED
German- Shepherd
puppies. Solid black,
solid white. Black and
alive
:
: tall Paducah,
-554442.

TWO BEDROOM house
trailer and 3 bedroom 68 ACRES located east of
house trailer. Both real
Puryear,
In.
on
nice.,Call 753-9809.
blacktop road. This can
be bought for less than
TWO BEDROOM trailer. $600.00 per acre. About
for rent at Shady Oats. 55 acres are tendable.
Call 489-2533.
Nearly 75 per cent of the
farm has gqpd barb wire
MOBILE HOMES and
fencing.
John
C.
mobile home spaces for
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Main SL4153-0101 753Call 753-3280.
7531.
Iwo BEDROOM duplex,
central heat and air.
Storey Ave., behind
Jerry's. $145 month.
Stove and refrigerator
furnished. Call 753-8631.

EXTRA NICE efficiency
apartment, funiabed.
;85 -a- month.
evenings 753-8333.

PRICE REDUCED $1,000
on this lovely home
located 6 miles west of
Murray in scenic, quiet
location. Fireplace adds
cozy note to this 3
bedroom brick rancher.
Other features include
central heat and air,
attached 2 car garage,
plus additional separate
garage ideal for storage
ot workshop. Priced in
mid 30's and owners
want offer! Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 for more information.

FOR RENT-Five room
GREAT ROOM for great
- house, 2 miles North of
people. ,Economically_
Murray. --Ga117-4611-4118Kbuilt home:. fireplace
between 830 and 5..
with heatalator, heat
pump, central electric
TWO BEDROOM house in
heat and air, 3 bedroom
Lynn Grove for rent.
and! full baths...Many
$160
per
month.
other earns...priced in
Available March 1. Call
the 30's. Call 753-1492
247-0255 Mayfield.
Loretta Jobs Realtors.

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
Southsirle Court Square

/Away, Kentucky
753-4451

Auction Sale
Every Friday Night,
641 Auction Reese, Paris, Teem.
This week another load from St. Louis. Furniture, lot of glass, dishes, oriental rugs, some
Flo-Blue china, depression glass, odds and ends
of all kinds.

Shorty McBride
N247 Auctioneer

Warehouse space available, CHEAPER than
owning your own, PLUS; no utilities, insurance,
taxes or maintenance. Just 100% DEDUCTION
with complete privacy and easy access.

Call 753-3744 days
or 753-7618 nights

MOST DESIR A tiLl&- 1968 FORD BRONCO 4 x 4
KIRBY - New rebuilt
FENCE SALES at Sears' 'GENERAL 1113 M'Ecedar shade lake froat---with PTO
remodeling, framing,
Wedge °ft
starting at $45.00.
now. Call Sears 753-2310
cottage on beautiful_ front. $1900. Cant* seen
The Phone
aluminum siding, and
Complete Service. Call
free
estimates
for
for
large
wooded
lot.
at , Hooks
Wheel
gutters. Call 1-354-8951
Mike Hutchens, 753-3316.
your
needs.
Number In
Located in Ponderosa
Alignment, North 4th
or 1-362-4895.
Subdivision
near
Street, Murray.
FOR INIKULA.TION
Murray
Aurora, Ky Redwood
INSULATION BLOWN in
•
needs. Call -Jackson
ELECTRIC
WIRING
and paneled interior has 1977 MONTE CARLO
by Sears save on these
For All Your
Purchase Insulation,
home and industrial, air
cathedral
cooling
heat
and
high
windows
Landau, one owner, all
Real Estate Needs
759-1820.
conditioning, and
facing lake, attractive
bills. Call Sears 753-2310
power, air, AM-FM
Is
refrigeration, heating.
upstairs loft bedroom,
estimates.
for
free
stereo,8.track, excellent
Call 474-8841.
downstairs
bedroom.: condition. Call 753-2414
GUTTERING Wit-liars,
living-dining,
kit- or 759-1518.
.
Soars C,ontinuous-,gut,..-...1
_ -.Chenette„_bath and-..
utility. Furnished, ready-. 1969 FORD PICKUP.-Call
ters installed per your
Call
specifications.
to enjoy. For sale by
437-4269.
owner - pre-season
Sears 753-2310 for free LICENSED _ELECWILL HAUL driveway
TRICIAN prompt efprice. Call 527-3664.
1968 BUICK Electra, 4
rock, lime, sand and
ficient service. No job
door, white with black
decorative rock. Also
too
small.
Call
Ernest
THAT
CHANG
T
interior. Low mileage.
grain hauling available.
i•Vhite: 753-0603.
5271468 7531625
damaged
carport
to a
new
Two
owner
car
with
Call Roger Hudson, 753E.P0f EGI
BY OWNER: 3 large
addition. WET BASEMENT? We
specious
436-2427.
tires.
Call
or 753-6763.
4545
_
bedroams, 1 k-2 baths, all
ResnodelinIC.1*--" MEM
make wet basements
SELL, YOUR" FARM
carpet, drapes, central
alumintim4, 351
EIGHT ACRES land, 3
dry, work completely
through KOPPERUD
heat and air, large lot, 1977 FORD F150, 4 x
roofing, aluminum
power,
AM-FM
Midway
engine,
West
of
miles
guaranteed. Call or
REALTY, 711 Main. We
fenced backyard, many
awnings. Call 4374336.
radio, white sport
Chain Saw
on Ky. 1128. Very good
write Morgan Conhave had many inquiries
extras. 2 miles from
automatic,
building
wheels,
air,
„splendid
and
struction Co., Route 2,
Andregarding all types of
Murray off 121 S
D • AND • -.I
sites. 410 foot frontage.
lock in 1100 tires. Hubs,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
farm land and acreage
$37,000. 753-g732 or 762Lawnmower
building,
TRACTORS,
tool box on side. Call 489$12,000: Call 492-8702.
42001. Phone day or
tracts. If you have a
.170.
remodeiing, repairs, -.night 442-7026.
Sales and Service
2066..
farm or acreage tract to
aluminum siding,
THREE- BEDROOM on
sell, contact us at 753,_Fr*
,,,,._W-._____,
411 -SEPTIC-TANK PUMSouth 13th Street. With 1 1975_ Glk pickup Ifigh---7-roofiftt,--1222. Also if you have
conditioned,
Sierra,
air
smallest
w
u'e
w°1°'
PING. Residential and
Toot
key People
acre of land, garage
been wanting to purcommercial. Rex Camp,
complete job. Call 437power
Automatic,
In Real Estate
behind house. Call 753chase acreage, contact
4338.
7534933.
steering and brakes._
753 7724
111,41;us for an_ update on
901 Sycernor•
Marne, Ky.
17,000. actual miles.
properties listed for sale
DRIVEW-A-S8 andin Calloway County. We
Er -101YRIER
parking irels white
41
ACRES, all fenced,
.KOPPERUD
bedrooms, PI baths, all
rocked
and graded. Free
located
near
Coldwater,
a
provide
REALTY
carpet, drapes, central
STRAW FOR SALE.
Clifford
estimates.
30
acres
tendable, more
complete range of Real
heat and air, large lot,
Minimum 10 bales. Call
Garrison,
753-5429
after
could be made tendable.
Estate Service. Phone
fenced backyard, many
753-1287.
QVAUTT
SONIC''
m.
Priced at $30,000. Phone
üstodiy
extras. 2 -miles from
Company Inc. Air ConKOPPERUD REALTY,
Murray off 121 S.
dition sales and serCUSTOM Upholstery
FREE TWO MALE part
753-1222 for all your
$37,000. 753-973; or 762vice. Modern sheet
Free estimates. Call 436Shepherd
German
farm real estate needs.
6970.
11167 CHRYSLER station
metal
27111.
department.
puppies 10 weeks old.
wagon, power brakes,
Larry
Wisehart,
Very cudly. Will make
KITCHEN, DEN Pit_ _-steering, air, looks and_President._ Pbone
nice
pets. Call 753-3994
G
T
R
OURt1Htiming combination with
runs good. $300. Call 7539290.
after 5 p.m.
getting
those
small
Formal
living
built-in.
8127.
plumbing jobs done'
and dining area, 2 large
Then call 753-6614.
bedrooms with baths
1917 MUSTANG, $450.
dressing
andCall
436-2294.
"
K
D- COUNTRY'
ALL TYPES backhoe and
room, full
utility
..
sur
-ALTY show y°° how
SITE. nacres oiLliwY•
*PRESCRIPTIONS- to save money and have
septic tank work. Field
-garage.' 1971 V.W., engine has
basement
and
.SALE
No. 464 N. W. of Almo.
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES fOlt RENT AND
FREE RENT too! Good
tile
lines
installed,
28
space.
closet
Excellent
5,000 miles. New tires,
*LEADING WANDS OF COSMETICS
Call for more in.home at an affordable
years
experience.
Large Ipt with well.
needs
transmission
formation. Call or come
*HOLUSTEN-OSTOMY PRODUCTS
price, features
3
Licensed through Health
Four mil's from Murray
work. $300. Call 753-0745,
by 105 N. 12th, Boyd
Department. Call Rex
__Iadraamkostx41-4/tal
igf 94 West Call.- 759tiReidliatnRet
4
S3comm.,
den with-Frittltlin
1130.
Cara/053-5/33:
1976 DATSUN, 4 door.
Fireplace and solid'
Excellent shape. Spare
wood paneling, modern and complete set of new
FREE
kitchen, backyard patio,
tires. $2395. Also 1967
briciLLiar.EizQ,,-modeni, _
Thunderbird, excellent
automatic, power
DELIVERY
workshop end quiet
shape, new radial tires,
motor.
302
V-8
steering,
Isplyto Box 321.
Country living only 2.
753-0984
$750. Ca11,753-7765.
Good gas mileage.
miles from city limits.
Ashley wood stove
Act quick on this
septic tank
without jacket. Call 436- MI GMC pickup. With FOR YOUR
fienume hirgain. Low
backhoe
• work - Roared and ready. ilvta.12.2.24. Also barn style, offices, cottages,
and
71-clikpar. ricellent
2204.
mobile home od•ost, and patios, of U•BUILD, pre-cut completely ready
30's. Phone 753-1222, 250 ACRE FARM on
needs. Also septic tank
condition. Call 753-362*.
to assemble up to 24 60. Boy Hut but for lest.
black top highway 8 mi.
Kopperud Realty for all
cleaning. Call John
n.w. from Murray, Ky.
your real estate needs.
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
175 acres in cropland436-5348.
has 20 acre water shed
lake. Can be used for
general farming or,
developed as mini farms
1979 FORD FIN pickup 1977 CHEVROLET 4
and water front lake
wheel drive, 12,000
_truck V4 automatic
_
lots. Possession with
actual niilà. $5100. Call
transmission, good tires
deed. Priced $700.00 per
753-5948.
with white spoke wheels,
acre. Claude L
57,000 miles. Engine
JUST LISTED 2 bedroom
Realtor 753-5064 phones
recently overhauled. 1973 PINTO, automatic,
frame, recently
753-3059. Office over
31,000 miles. One owner.
Call Security Federal
redecorated ... very
Resell Drug Store.
Excellent condition.
759-1234 days or 753-7947
clean, located on ap$1195.1803
College Farm
nights.
proximately 1 acre lot.
Rd.
Priced in the teens.
,1970 FORD rAN _We'd like to hear from
Customized, 40,000 1975 DODGE FOUR
you. That's right, we
miles. automatic shift;
wheel drive. Short wheel
would like to hear from
SHARP.
Call
753-6328.
base.
Call 7534533 days
you when you have a
$2500.00.
or 753-6132 nights. ---real estate need. In a
very real sense, this
somodeled 3 bedroom from
office
is
your
MO 21 ems of Camay
headquarters and our
CoositS's Boost fermium!.
Loaned only S asks sport of
staff is here to help you.
OPEN WEEKDAYS
away. Ms fins is cow
Call us at 753-1492 or
pistols
faked,
boo
dort
*Hospital
8-1
stop by your real estate
4
"
.-Wed,
THURSDAYS
CLOSED
ON
Mono boss & bows, Moo •
service center at 1200
Calls
modern farrowing lies..
Calls
9130
& Sat.
Sycamore.
Meaty of Walk stern'',
*Hair Cuts *Shaves
stock pooh 4 cattle born.
209 WalnutStreet.
Call this number after 5:00.to assure
prompt service next day, 753-3685 and night appointments.

759-17al

The- Nelson-Shroat Co.,
Realtors

-

It's time to think
about remodeling!

And your kitchen should be your best friend.
Just think how helpful it would 'be to haves
everything in your kitchen exactly where you
want it.

Whirlpool
AUTOMATIC

DRYER
Regular na 95
TNIS WEEK MY

IHoi$14800
n

SAY HELLO TO A GOOD BUYI
Just listed this 3 bedroom brick rancher near the
university. Lots of living area in this fine home
with central air, large den and convenient floor
plan. Phone us right away for more information.

Also Shop Complete Lines Of Quasar Electronics And Na..Brand Furniture

DUNN'S
FURNITURE WAREHOUSE
Highway 641 N.

A NIFTY-FOR THE THRIFTY
At Less than $16,000.00 this is really a good fiveroom home. A little paint and cleaning up will
put this in top shape and will be worth more.
Good size rooms. Convenient to school and
walking distance to downtown. Priced Low to
Go...A Must See...

WILSON

REALTY!!!
711 Main

7531222

.
MOW CAM
George Gallagher 753-a129 Geri Andersen 7534932
Worry Patterson 492-8302 INN Kopporof/IFTM
lilt Newham 753-4474

CUSTOM KITCHENS
-THE PRnFESSIONAl OFF/CE WITH 7./.-If FRIf NC/I

TOUCH

Borboro Envie 753-4136
Audro Moody 753-9036
Warren Shreashiro 753-8277 Homer Miller 7534519
Booboo Moody 733.9036
B. B. Hook 753-23/7

Don May - mgr.
3049 So. Beltline, Paducah, Ky.
Hours:
Saturday 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sunday 1 p.m.-5 p.m.
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MEAN LOWER PRICES
TER

MISR

Boiling Beef
U.S.GOVT. GRADED COOKE

Short Ribs of Beef

ADVERTISED ITEM POLICY

894

Each of these odvertised items is required
'
to be readily critsibiblioffor sole in each
Kroger store, except as specifically noted in
this ad If we do run out of on advertised
item. WM MAI Offer you your choice of a
comporable item, when available. reflecting
the some savirqs or o roinchedi which will
sof iflot you to psychos* the odesottsed item
%I the advernsed Once within 30 Omit
•

!AMR,PAX

Pork Steaks
MIAMIsum

Pork Loin

TOTAL SATISFACTNNI GUARANTEE
Everything you buy at Kroger is guaranteed
for your total satisfaction regardless of
manufacturer If you are not satisfied
Kroger will replace your item with the some
brand or 9 comparoble brand or refund your
p,chose price.

- MI511,11211

Spare Ribs
SMOKED OLD VILLAG1

Sausage

$159

MICK MP

Sliced Bacon

12
4:

U.S. Gov't. Gredeil Choice

U.S. Gov't. Graded

BONELESS
FLAT BRISKET

CHOICE BEEF
RIB EYES

$1 19

$129

Pork Sausage
Sliced Bologna

894

U.S.D.A. Choice

CUBE
STEAK

Meaty,'feeder

LEG-0LAMB

TURKEY
DRUMSTICKS

$199

$199 .39c
99c

Iy

OSCAR MAYS

Sliced Bologna

tit'

894

Nt.
Amor By Use Piece

MRS. PAK'S

Seafood Platter
FRB-SNORE IFIKIZIM

.PIG $299

h.

1215 SNOW ROHN

Fish Sticks

lefl:

5 L.CROKE ROUND MAAS
5 L15. tIAN POOISTIM
5 LBS. FRESH GROUND BEEF
S L.FRYER QUARTERS
5 UIS. KROGER WIENERS
5 LBS. PORE SAUSAGE .
3 lha•
(Circle B or Hunter's)

the

594

BEEF
- WIENERS
120r.

99c

•

FAMILY
PAK

b.

CWAIgILSEH

.‘

$169

.Fresh

h.

II

Fresh' 6.

ig

•1[COST-CUTTERCOUPON311111111:
Rehm*

nal1Ma
'
CcTii;61431II

Neasestyle

PURE CANE E
SUGAR
=

KROGER
BISCUITS

‘
r
i )
r

SANDWICH =
BREAD

Ei 6

r.„

Not Dog Bens
OSA

IMMO MOWS01000TATI

36
'hi
Mika

HIDRI
TOWELS

FANCY
CARROTS

PM 11

14 W. $

Egg Buns

Texas

EMI

Min with this coupon and 510.00 purchase excludingi
IMO
tems
,...., ME of* this composed SIC prides*,
NM lair and in adon to the cost of coupon rnerchanthsprohibited by
iticeximy items prohibited by iv., 111.11
e. Subiect to
um
KEIMM um red in addition to the
applicable taxes. Limit one. Expires Feb. 21
cost
of
coupon
nierchandse Sublect to
st.apprecable hetes. Limit
WO. Expires Feb. 21st.

$10 PURCHASE ENTITLES YOU TO REDEEM BOTH COUPON1
Catrod
2 "a. $1°° Caesar Meal Buns
2
1®
4"cAms% $1
air
1i oz.$1 09
2 ""- 894
Brown & Serve Rolls
sites. g
134854
Chips Ahoy Cookies

SIM a.=st

MINS

mho

NMI
„Ilk
▪ $ It. cam

24u.
Wyss

3

HAM

SMOKED
PICNIC

di fic••$2995

Kroger Garden

PASCAL
CELERY

FULLY-COOKED

b.

[jags$199

DONN
BUNDLE

FRYER
BREASTS

FRESH SEAR"

w-

Sec

• Holy Feiss U.S. Goode A

JUMBO
BOLOGNA

101. ArA;
PIO 77

Breaded Shrimp

$
2
99,
PAR

U.S. Gov't. Greieil Choice

AWN NORM/ 02 KROGH

isiASICT

KAMM

h.

MIMI PIM

rPlcuIc

COOlUIS 011

WV6V7
Itoternahle Betties

FRIED
CHICKEN

NifieaTS
CORN

31b$11

PEPSI
COLA

ammo owl

Niblets

8

112.1.5
!

941;114

14 el. kettles
0.

SOSO 11011111TLI OA 1111111111011

3 Itt 794

Texas Style Biscuits

SIX.

Cheese Singles

=1

re Margarine
Crescent Rolls

NAVEL
ORANGES

JUICE
LEMONS

MPhil

12

Delicious 4ppl.s
mimosa us
Grapefruit
Salad Tomatoes
V

op;

KROGER
_= ah.
= PEANUT sumo
=
em
=
oz.$1

59 = =
=

rsgls

MI.

WM(PARR 11111

p
ZiN saw* or crwichT

re COST (Unit courossI

4 a$1"
18 ira$1971
LA. 494

SAL

UN.P10115

Pampers Diapers

At •
= with din coupon. Limn prie =
Tgerie Re. 21st.

a[COST CUTTER COUP0111CIP;i1
C:01i

"'NW
CHEERIOS
CEREAL

=`ffik'
==

Lic
c =—
w wor

mi
wit% this mow Lligh any. ell-

•-
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